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Before the doo-wop starts… 

Back row - Alex Bland, Nick Lunt, Robb Davis, John Spencely, Claire Hamlin 

Front row - Jeff Tuck, Gaynel Hodge, Tommy Hunt, John Cheatdom 

Keith says Hi to Robb Shenton 

Eddie went to Chicago and sent pictures 

Who really is the King of Rock'n'Roll? 

We “borrow” more stuff from Nick Cobban 

Jazz Junction, Soul Kitchen, Blues Rambling 
And more....   

ALL ARTICLES/IMAGES ARE COPYRIGHT OF THEIR RESPECTIVE AUTHORS. 
FOR REPRODUCTION, PLEASE CONTACT ALAN LLOYD VIA TFTW.ORG.UK 
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Clark Kent says “This may 

not be the Daily Planet but 

HOLD  THE  THIRD  PAGE! ”  
 

Hi Gang,    

Welcome to our late summer edition of Tales From The 

Woods magazine, Issue No 104. 

Were you there? "Wow! What a night" some say (once 

again), the best Tales From The Woods show yet, high 

among highs, a huge artistic success. I have over these past 
weeks since, dispatched my heartfelt thank yous to the artists, musicians and live events 
personages who all in their unique talented, conscientious and highly intelligent way went beyond 
the call of duty to make this show what it proved to be. within these pages it gives me a wonderful 
opportunity to thank all the real fans who have attended not just this past Doo-Wop Spectacular 

but so many of TFTW shows, travelling far and wide, from all corners of the UK, France, Holland, 

Germany, Norway and even the United States. What can I say, but a massive thank you - we all 

here at TFTW feel truly blessed. 

 

Sadly those who purport to accommodate musical diversity for the public at large on the nation’s 
airwaves at the expense of the public purse, felt quite differently about our wonderful show on 
24th June. 

Just prior to Tommy Hunt’s much anticipated appearance at the 100 Club, veteran broadcaster, 
soul fan and spasmodic cockney on BBC Radio London who has been on our air waves for 
generations, Robert Elms, on a regular basis has a segment on his daily program playing a record 
back to back, the original version of any given song followed by an often more well-known cover. 
On this particular occasion long time Woodie and performer Darren Vidler tuned in to hear a 
Tommy Hunt recording (I Just Don't Know What To Do With Myself) followed by a Dusty 
Springfield cover, and folks are then expected to phone in and vote for the version they prefer. 
Darren immediately contacted our local radio station that is meant to serve the peoples of the 
capital and, after voting for his choice, advised Mr Elms that Tommy Hunt was playing in London 
just days away. Naturally little interest was shown, and despite many callers expressing both 
surprise and admiration for Tommy’s voice, there was no mention of the upcoming event. 

As you good folks can imagine I approached with trepidation those ivory towers of public taste 
when it came to getting the word out of our June 24th Doo-Wop spectacular, spreading the net a 
little further to include Jo Good and her producer (whose afternoon program follows Robert Elms), 
along with the head of Radio London. None could bring themselves to reply, the latter obviously 
so irritated at his ignorance of musical genres that he blocked my emails after a second attempt 
for acknowledgment. In fact only two of our nation’s broadcasters whom I contacted replied; Paul 
Gambaccini with an immediate response offered his apologies having already confirmed a 
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previous engagement asking me to pass on his fond regards to Tommy Hunt. Veteran DJ Johnny 
Walker too offered his apologies but was soon to fly out to foreign parts, as well as offering some 
very fine words on his late friend Stuart Colman. 

Entrepreneur, actor, broadcaster and Rock’n’Roll fan, Bill Kenwright, who closed the last show of 
his BBC Radio 2 fifties series by playing The Flamingos’ "I Only Have Eyes For You" with words of 
praise flowing for this piece of classic doo-wop, delivered in his usual saccharine style. Surely he 

will respond as a fan of the music we love and help to preserve here at TFTW. Nope! No reply, I 

don't play golf I guess is the problem. 

All this pales into insignificance when compared with Darren Vidler’s 
sharp ears observing that two days after the passing of the 
aforementioned Stuart Colman, his death had not been announced on 
BBC Radio London, despite his hugely influential and fondly 
remembered "Echoes" program that ran for many years during the 
1980s, likewise "It's Rock’n’Roll" broadcast nationwide during the late 
seventies and into the eighties. Upon contacting the station, the 
receptionist simply thanked Darren for calling while attempting to 
disguise her disinterest; however someone was around who obviously 
knew better, soon to broadcast Stuart’s passing on the 10:30 news 
bulletin, two days late. 

Letters of Admiration 

I was at the 100 Club last night and it was pure magic, absolutely fantastic! I was there last year when 
Tommy Hunt was on and Gene Terry even before then. I really do praise you for your amazing dedication, 
you have my utmost respect. You are the new Rhythm Riot, as they don't have any of these old cats 
anymore! Please can I become a Woodie? Kind regards 
Paul Danbury 
 
Back in Devon reflecting on a wonderful show. Thank you. Best wishes 
Rod Owen 
 
What an 'INCREDIBLE' evening, Keith. Sue and I can't ever thank you enough, mate - THANK-YOU. SIR! 
We truly are grateful to you! PS: I/we also really did appreciate your personal note in with our tickets (it may 
have gone unnoticed by some/many, but NOT by us, you can be sure). You're a great man, indeed. We 
couldn't ever thank you MORE...  
Roger James (singer & songwriter) and Sue 
 
Thanks for putting on the great 'Three Legends Of Doo-Wop Show' last night - loved it!  My friend I brought 
along really enjoyed it too. Tommy Hunt was just as good as last time, Gaynel Hodge and John Cheatdom 
very fine too, and what an excellent, hard working group the Four Candles are - ditto the TFTW band. We 
had a great night and look forward to the next one! Thanks again. 
Michael Viner 
 
Just wanted to say how much we enjoyed the concert on Sunday, it was magnificent. I have been a doo-
wop fan for decades and I would see vocal groups in festivals in the UK when they used to bring them over 
and then I attended shows in NY (Harlem, New Jersey and Brooklyn) when I was able to afford it. I last saw 
the Velours in 1993 at a UGHA show. I had not seen Tommy Hunt or Gaynel so delighted to see them. I 
thought the Four Candles did a great job and so did the band. The DJ played great music too so fab 
overall. Do let us know of any future things you put together. Thanks for bringing such legends to us. Kind 
regards 
Ruth Vivar 
 
Thanks once again for a fabulous Doo Wop evening at the 100 Club last Sunday. This indeed was an 
historical music event never to be forgotten, the Four Candles must be one of the best Doo Wop acts in the 
world, the three guests plus a superb house band made for a night to remember. Keep up the good work. 
Martyn Harvey 
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Well done to everyone for a great night at the 100 Club. First time I’d seen the Candles and as well as the 
Band they helped make for a memorable night. What have you got lined up next Keith, I wonder? Cheers 
Colin Spencer 
 
Just wanted to say a big thank-you for the superb show on Sunday. Everything about it was so good. I was 
knocked out by all the legends, particularly Tommy Hunt. The Candles just get better and better, plus of 
course the TFTW Band were as great as ever. Tony Burke, who was with me, was especially impressed 
with Jeff Tuck’s drumming. Regards 
Tony Watson, Blues & Rhythm Magazine 
 
Once again a million thanks for making us part of such a memorable night. It’s a night I will never forget! I 
promise to visit one of the next Tales From The Woods events, such a nice atmosphere. Thanks Marti for 
taking care of all our needs. Best wishes 
Juan Ibanez (Four Candles) 

 

Saturday 8th September is certainly a date for your diaries when Dave Berry will be making a very 

welcome second return to a Tales From The Woods stage. What a great time we had together 

back in 2015 at the Borderline, so we're about to do it again at the Water Rats in Kings Cross. 
Since the flyer above has been printed and circulated we have added a special guest, that being 
Johnny Stud, he of Rocky Sharpe and the Replays, who joined the Velvet/Four Candles for a 
surprise guest spot at the 100 Club in October 2017. Tickets are on sale as I type, so get in 
contact with us as soon as you are able for this limited capacity venue. We have made provision 
for seating up to sixty persons, so if you require a seat please let us know, and we can enter your 
names for reserved seating. 
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Many people prefer to stand, and standing will be towards the rear of the venue, close to the bar. 

A polite reminder that you need to contact TFTW to obtain your Woodie discount, not the Water 

Rats. However non-members who may wish to pay by credit/debit card, the venue can provide 
this facility, again though please let us know if you require seating. It promises to be another 
memorable night and Dave Berry is really looking forward to it, revisiting his rocking and rhythm 
and blues roots, away from the restraints of those silver sixties package tour shows. 

Another bonus we are offering on this occasion if you wish to have a pre-show meal from 5 pm 
through to around 7 pm, please contact the venue on 020 7833 3312 to advise that you wish to 
eat prior to the show and require a reserved table. 

                                                        

The eagle eyed among you may have noticed that we had a "Last Hurrah For Skiffle No 2" booked 
on that very same date and venue, and your eyes are not deceiving you. Yes we have postponed 
the show until sometime next year, the reason being another similarly themed event has been 
confirmed and advertised at the Union Chapel, Islington, a north London venue just a mile or so 

from the Water Rats just seven days from the TFTW show. Rather than denigrate ourselves in a 

scramble for a similar and dwindling audience, reluctantly we decided to move the date.  

Apologies, as I know that many were looking forward to the show, and the performers were 

excited at the prospect of another TFTW skiffle show. Please don't be too downhearted, it will 

happen next year for sure. 

                                                        

As you can see from the adjacent flyer, which 
basically speaks for itself, I'm having a birthday 
soiree at Gerry's Club, Dean Street, Soho, on 
Thursday 27th September, just one actual day 
after my birthday and two days before Jerry 
Lee Lewis who shares the 29th with my French 
Romany Gipsy Grandma Woods who spent so 
many happy years in what was then small town 
of North Walsham on the edge of north Norfolk. 

Rumour has it that a few members of the Tales 

From The Woods band are coming along to 

join in on my celebration, so expect a jam or 
two during the course of the evening. I've 
heard too an artist or two may join us, so 
expect a song or two. What we can guarantee 
though, apart from a fun night, is that you will 
be able to relax in comfortable surroundings, 
ladies can feel at ease, away from insanity, 
noise and blandness of surrounding pubs and 
bars, which sadly now make up much of 
modern day Soho. Celebrations kick off around 
6:30pm, thru till around 9pm and around this 
time Gerry's regulars will start to appear. No 
need to rush off, stick around if you wish, if you 
want to depart earlier for a meal, that's fine too. 

Please remember though this is a private 
members club. If you are a Woodie and wish to join us, please advise us as soon as you can, 
obviously capacity is limited so we need to have the names of those who want to join in the fun. If 
you want to jam, let us know, if you want to sing, recite poetry or tell anecdotes, you know how to 
find those all-important contact details. Looking forward to it already. 
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says 

farewell to blues, Rock’n’Roll guitarist, singer, 
songwriter, Eddy "The Chief" Clearwater who died 
upon 1st June 2018 aged 83. 

Born Edward Harrington on January 10th 1935 in 
Macon, Mississippi, at age 13 his family moved 
across the state border setting up home in 
Birmingham, Alabama, by which time the boy had 
taught himself to play guitar, both left handed and 
upside down. Certainly proficient enough to be 
playing semi-professionally by his early teens, he 
had been soaking up the sounds he had heard on 
the family radio since barely more than a toddler, 
blues, hillbilly and big city rhythm and blues. Not yet 
15 he was hired to perform behind the now 
legendary gospel quartet "Five Blind Boys Of 
Alabama" but he had sights set for leaving the south 
lands and heading north to Chicago, where an uncle 
lived, which the young Edward did at just age 15,  

Despite his uncle being a man of religion he must 
have been well versed in the thriving blues scene of 
the windy city. An introduction to Magic Sam must 

have seemed like a divine gift, and soon he would be taken under Sam’s wing, with a name 
change to Guitar Eddy soon to be found performing in the south side and west side clubs. 
However a career changing event even greater than what had gone before came when he 
witnessed the man who would become his lifelong inspiration Chuck Berry in concert. Restyling 
his music as he chose to call it, "rock a blues" drummer Jump Jackson, a veteran of the Chicago 
blues scene saw the potential and was now his manager, a tongue in cheek name change, this 

Eddy Clearwater Rhythm Riot 2010 © Paul Harris 
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time to Clear Water, obviously a play on words to that of the reigning king of electric Chicago 
blues Muddy Waters. 

1958 saw Eddy Clearwater’s recording debut; cut on his uncle’s "Atomic-H" label "Hillbilly 
Blues/Boogie Woogie Baby" was indeed not too far removed from Chuck Berry’s style. 
Throughout the remainder of the fifties just four releases saw the light of day, before the label 
folded, the remainder not to see the light of day for a many a year forward, although there was 
plenty of TV exposure on "Bandstand Matinee". Regular employment later came as resident 
guitarist for Rock’n’Roll vocal group, Eddie Bell and the Bel-Aires, providing the licks for many an 
excellent release "He's A Square", "Knock Knock Knock", "Night Party" to name but three. 

Moving on to Ralph Bass’s "Federal" label in 1961, 
making sure Chuck’s sound if not his name could 
be kept at the forefront whilst he was incarcerated 
for indiscretions, cutting tracks like "Real Good 
Time" and "Twist Like This". For the remainder of 
the sixties he occasionally resurfaced on various 
labels with equal variations of his name, if not 
intentionally allowing the years of flower power and 
rock music pretensions to pass him by. Blues, like 
Rock'n'Roll, found a new home in the seventies 
once the bubble of pomposity burst for the time 
being. 

Cutting on his own label "Cleartone" the masterpiece “2 x 9” soon to be licensed to "Charly" 
records here in the UK on a LP with sleeve notes composed by the sadly recently departed Stuart 
Colman. 

1980s/90s saw Clearwater finally getting the recognition he deserved as a bonafide Blues man, 
albums for Delmark "Boogie Blues Away", "The Chief" on Rooster Blues, "Cool Blues Walk" 
"Reservation Blues" among other titles on various labels found awards and nominations. 
"Rock'n'Roll City" a grammy nomination, for Alligator records he cut "West Side Strut" 2001 won 
the contemporary blues artist of the year award, making into the Blues Hall Of Fame in 2016, just 
two weeks before his death. A couple of Chicago suburbs named January 10th as Eddy 
Clearwater Day. 

I was privileged to see Eddy Clearwater perform a few times, the first time a memorable occasion 
for all the wrong reasons. 35 years ago, at the Hammersmith Odeon as it was then known, since 
those days now known as the Hammersmith Apollo [groan] and managed by a mobile phone 
company, a touring blues package headlined by Buddy Guy and Junior Wells, on this particular 
night plagued by tantrums by them both, agitated further by an ever increasingly irate audience, 
KoKo Taylor whom was pretty much beset by sound problems through her set, left to Eddy 
Clearwater to turn the gig around, which he did. stealing the show, looking resplendent in his 
native American head gear, playing the blues we all came to hear, rocking the stage with a duck 
walk borrowed from his hero Chuck Berry. 

London’s 100 Club, Hembsy Norfolk Rock'n'Roll Weekender and finally 2010 Rhythm Riot 
Weekender, Camber Sands, East Sussex, as far as I'm aware the final time he would visit these 
shores, a considerable number of hard core fans stretching back from stage front, forcing the 
natural habitués of this event, the synchronized dancers, to the edges and rear of the floor. 

                                             

Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to country songwriter and rockabilly 

singer Royce Porter aged 79 who was killed in a road accident when a motorist jumped a red 
light. 

Royce was born 1st April 1939 in Sweetwater Texas to a musical family, so it was hardly 
surprising he was performing on stage whilst still a child, regular spots on "Saturday Night 
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Jamboree" at a theatre close to the family home. It was pop music and rhythm and blues that 
caught the child’s ears, not that of the hillbilly music all around him at home, on the airwaves and 
on stage. A barely 16 year old Royce would find his world turned 
upside down when the Hillbilly Cat from Tupelo, Mississippi, Elvis 
Presley, performed in concert in Texas in 1955. Soon he was 
learning a few of those songs Presley performed, and the 
following summer he was lured to Houston, where an old buddy, 
singer Ray Doggert had moved to, suggesting he try his luck 
recording for Bernie Hess who was looking far and wide for 
Rock'n'Roll talent. ACA studios were booked for both he and 
Doggert to cut separate sessions, resulting in "A Woman Can 
Make You Blue" with “I Woke Up Crying” on the flip side, issued 
on Spade label, a local hit but nationally it meant nothing at all. 
Thousands of miles, more than two decades later it would be 
picked up and played when released on Injun label here in the 
UK, a dance floor hit to this day. 

Next up would be Fort Worth Texas to cut "Yes I Do" and "A Perfect Romance" renowned Texas 
record man Pappy Daily issued on Look label a brief subsidiary label of Mercury. Although 
success record wise was elusive he was thought of well enough locally to be asked to play piano 
on a session for a struggling young country singer who went by the name of Kenny Rogers. The 
future country superstar also had Royce’s pal Ray Doggert on guitar. 

1958 saw Uncle Sam come a knocking, spending the next couple of years in the US Navy. Once 
out on civvy street, a whole new scene beckoned, he tried his luck with singles released on Fed, 
and Teardrop labels, before heading out to Nashville, Tennessee, a wise move as he was soon 
making his name and fortune penning for the likes of George Strait, Tanya Tucker, Keith Whitely, 
Tommy Cash, often hitting No 1 on the country charts. 

In 2012 Royce finally agreed to perform his rockabilly catalogue here in the UK, a one off date at 
North London’s long running Rock'n'Roll venue "The Boston Arms". Backed on guitar by Darryl 
Higham, unfortunately show timing prevented any other than venue regulars to witness the show, 
or maybe those folks with nerves of steel prepared to drive across London, although for the lucky 
few it was a night to be cherished according to all reports. 

                                             

Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to drummer D.J. Fontana who died 

peacefully in his sleep upon June 13th 2018 aged 87. 

Born Dominique Joseph Fontana on 15th March 1931 in Shreveport, 
Louisiana, drums were his passion from an early age. By the time he hit 
13, he was resident drummer in his high school marching band, and by 
the time he was 15 he was already playing professionally at clubs and 
bars around his home town, strip clubs too 
by all accounts, which must have been 
quite a learning curve for a boy of such 
tender years. His career really took off 
during the course of 1954, when hired to 
be not just the first but also regular 
drummer for the now legendary Louisiana 
Hayride shows, broadcast live from his 
home town of Shreveport’s KWKH radio 
station playing behind such iconic names 

in the annals of country music history such as Webb Pierce, George 
Jones, Johnny Horton and Lefty Frizell with whom he found regular 
employment for around a year.  

March 1992 © Brian Smith 

March 1992 © Brian Smith 
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By 1955 D.J. was a semi regular member of "The Blue Moon Boys" with Scotty Moore on guitar, 
Bill Black on stand-up bass, along with a certain Elvis Presley on vocals, who was creating a 
storm throughout the south. Although D.J. never played on any of Presley’s "Sun" recordings by 
the time of national and international hysteria (by which time they were RCA Victor) he was 
drumming on them all, including his now legendary drum roll on "Hound Dog" and in the eyes of 
many better still the crescendo that concludes "Baby I Don't Care". 

D.J. can be seen on all of Presley’s television 
appearances along with three of the four of his pre-army 
films and far too many of his post army dreadful movies. 
During the period of Elvis’ army service, D.J. spent a 
brief period in Gene Vincent’s Blue Caps, which included 
a 1958 tour of Canada. 

Elvis’ spectacular performance in his 1968 comeback to 
live performing TV show would prove to be his final date 
with his old boss. Elvis went off to Las Vegas and 
terminal decline, preferring to accept work with 
Rockabilly guitar man Carl Perkins, as well as Ral 
Donner, Mac Curtis, Hank Mizell after his "Jungle Rock" 
rebirth. Country stars came a knocking too for D.J’s 
services, Waylon Jennings, Dolly Parton, Charly Pride, 
come the eighties and nineties he toured Europe and UK 
as part of the "Sun Rhythm Section" and later to reunite 

with Scotty Moore for tours. 

Finally inducted into the Rock'n'Roll hall of fame in 2006, 
D.J. was the last man standing of the Blue Moon Boys and 
so a piece of Rock'n'Roll history which simply can’t be 
estimated has gone. Bill Black died young many years ago, 
followed by Elvis the following decade, guitar wizard Scotty 
Moore like D.J. lived to a greater age. 

I got to see D.J. Fontana perform behind his drum kit a 
couple of times, once as part of the "Sun Rhythm Section" at 
Hemsby, Norfolk Rock'n'Roll Weekender, although my 
fondest memory by far is the evening D.J. played a small 
social club, a semi private gig in an area of east London 
called Plaistow. Dave Webb was the promoter behind the 
event as he was mastermind behind many fantastic live 
shows during the decade of the nineties. He was also the 

precursor of what we now call the Woodies although Tales 

From The Woods was not even a twinkle in my eye when I 

made the trip to this inner east London suburb.  

Joining me was Dave Rich, now paymaster general at TFTW 

live events, and it was his first ever trip east of the river Thames. A truly memorable introduction 
too, as the District Line tube train (or subway train for those who live outside the UK) screeched to 
a halt whilst travelling above ground level, upon meeting a pile of bricks laid on the track, 
whereupon the train was attacked by brick throwing feral youths for at least 10 minutes before 
finally moving off. D.J. that evening played behind another Rock'n'Roll legend Charlie Gracie, and 

signed photos of this evening can be found adorning the walls of TFTW office, another great 

evening where Rock'n'Roll friendships were formed and experiences shared. 
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TFTW  TOP 10 
4th June 2018 ~ 26th July 2018 

Position  Plays 

1. (1) Dave Berry - The Crying Game  1827 

2. (5) P.P. Arnold - The First Cut Is The Deepest 1114 

3. (6)  Mike Berry - Tribute To Buddy Holly 692 

4. (2) Billie Davis - Tell Him 618 

5. (3) The Allisons - Are You Sure? 559 

6. (5) Charlie Gracie - Fabulous 558 

7. (8) Zoot Money - Big Time Operator 356 

8. (-) Dave Berry - Little Things 206 

9. (-) Cliff Bennett - Turn On Your Lovelight 157 

10. (10) Dave Berry - I Knew The Bride When She Used To Rock'n'Roll 149 

 (Previous chart position shown in brackets) 

See all available videos by going to our website at www.TFTW.org.uk and clicking the YouTube link 

                                                        

Letters to the Editor 

Woodie Roger Arthur is conducting some research on the musical activities of the 
influential though historically neglected 2i's Coffee Bar at 55 Old Compton Street, Soho, 
during the early to late 1960s and would appreciate feedback within these pages from any 
members who went to the venue during the British beat group years between 1962 and 
1967. Roger knows that the 2i's closed down at some point (the month of which is 
uncertain) in the latter part of 1967, although he thinks that the venue may have stopped 
putting on live entertainment at some earlier point in either 1966 or 1967. Apart from 
Screaming Lord Sutch and a few beat groups, he has little knowledge of which other 

artistes played then. Does anyone know more, please? Contact TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk 

 

Tony Watson kindly sent this to TFTW from his personal 

collection. Tony, production editor of that most academic tome 
in roots music, the long running and highly regarded monthly 
publication "Blues & Rhythm" for the delight of steam 

locomotive fans among us in Tales From The Woods, of which 

I know there are many.   
 
A much younger Tony pictured here sometime in the mid-sixties 
whilst  a fireman based at Leeds Neville Hill locomotive shed 
aboard a mighty Class A1 Pacific, that was then still plying its 
trade between London, the north of England and Scotland.  
 

I'm sure Tony will be busily signing autographs at the next TFTW 

event he attends on the strength of this photo. Tony assures us 
there are more from where this came from. 
 
Thank you Tony. 
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Tupelo to Seek German Ties Over Elvis 

Army Link 
Northeast Mississippi Daily Journal, Tupelo 18 Jul 2018 By Caleb Bedillion 

 
TUPELO - Mayor Jason Shelton will travel to Germany to forge relations and boost new 
possibilities for tourism driven by Elvis Presley. Shelton hopes to develop a sister-city relationship 
with Bad Nauheim, a city in Germany with its own ties to the most well-known native son of 
Tupelo. 

During his stint in the U.S. Army, Presley lived in Bad Nauheim from 1958 to 1960. He lived off-
base, for a time renting a three-story home where he stayed with family and an extended 
entourage. 

Bad Nauheim hosts its own annual commemoration of the King. The European Elvis Festival 
occurs each year in August to mark the anniversary of Presley's death. Shelton's trip will coincide 
with this year's festival in August. In addition to sister city status, Shelton wants to explore ways to 
increase joint tourism between Tupelo and the Rock’n’Roll star's one-time international home. 

"Elvis Presley connects Tupelo to the whole world," Shelton said, touting the opportunities for 
cultural and educational exchange opportunities. 

City officials were not immediately aware of any other sister-city relationships involving the city of 
Tupelo. Shelton is the only member of city government making the trek to Germany. He won't be 
joined by either Convention & Visitors Bureau director Neal McCoy or Debbie Brangenberg, 
Downtown Tupelo Main Street Association executive director and Elvis Fest guru.  

The Tupelo City Council voted Tuesday night to approve the mayor's international travel plans. No 
general fund money will be used to fund Shelton's European trip. Costs will be covered by the 
Convention & Visitors Bureau, which is funded through a sales tax on restaurants and hotels. 

While in Germany, Shelton will meet with Wolfgang Streiborger, a local liaison in Germany for 
Tupelo's visitors bureau. Shelton plans to meet with municipal and tourism officials in Bad 
Nauheim. It was in Germany that Presley met the then Priscilla Beaulieu, whom Presley would 
marry several years later in 1967. A marker honoring Presley was erected in Bad Nauheim in 
1995. The record cover for Presley's 1959 song "A Big Hunk o' Love" features a photograph of 
Presley in the city. 

(c)2018 the Northeast Mississippi Daily Journal (Tupelo, Miss.) 

This article is written by Caleb Bedillion from Northeast Mississippi Daily Journal, Tupelo and was legally licensed via 
the Tribune Content Agency through the NewsCred publisher network. 
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It was a 1950s neighbour and schoolmate Ted Watson who suggested I should pop along to the 
Jackson Hall in Hoddesdon, Herts., for a night of live music . Every third Wednesday, in each 
month for 12 years, is where The East Herts. Shadows Club meet up. Everyone is invited, 
guitarists or not, and the £5 admission includes hot drinks and snacks, but no alcohol bar. Seats 
and tables face the space equipped as the “stage”.   

The club is predominately for budding Shadows guitarists, any age, any calibre, to show off their 
skills and/or practice in front of an audience. A white board had names chalked up of musicians to 
play that night in front of a competent and very patient “house band”, plus a note if a backing track 
was being used instead.  

Arriving at 7.30 I was introduced to Woodie Ray O’Connor, who reminded me I had written a UK 
Rock'n'Roll magazine review of his band “The Cougars” a few years ago, and we discussed the 
local Rock'n'Roll scene back in the ‘50s and ‘60s. I guess there must have been 30+ people in the 
hall with most being guitarists, including just two ladies.  

The first four who were called up all 
played “Apache” with various degrees 
of competence, and “F.B.I.” naturally 
had a good airing as well. There was 
no break, and the back- up band 
alternated during the evening. Ted 
was called up and buttoned down the 
rhythm on his Fender Starcaster, with 
Colin Sellers playing an excellent 
lead. The remaining band had Terry 
Hume on bass and Mick Ollard on 
drums. Numbers included a stand out 
“Sleepwalk,” plus “Kon Tiki” and 
“F.B.I.”  The photo attached from 
April 18th shows the above line-up 
but with Danny Bacon on drums. 

During the evening a regular feature 
is the “Jacksons” who play various local events. Ray O’Connor (vcls) sang Elvis’ “Too Much” and 
was supported by Colin Sellers (lead), Ray Hill (rhythm). Geoff Strachan (bs) and Mick Ollard 
(dms).    

There were all standards of musicianship, but what a great opportunity to face an audience, 
maybe for the first time ever clutching a guitar, in a real friendly atmosphere. The average 
musician was probably a grandparent, with Pat Hynes at 88 who was the bassist with The Mirage.  

Ted tells me he had not played for over 50 years until recently, and in fact we both were in his 
parlour room skiffle group 61 years ago with Woodie Arthur Messenger.  Interestingly, Ted used to 
join in rehearsals with the Dave Clark 5 at Montagu Road school In Edmonton N.18, having known 
their piano man Mike Smith since their infants days. Mike was in my class at Brettenham Road 
Juniors, and we both had piano lessons with a Mrs. Batt who lived a few paces from where Chas 
Hodges, Daisy and family later lived. Ted played in several bands, the Leasiders being one, and 
on occasional with Billy Gray & The Stormers. Gigs would have included The Kings Head, 
Edmonton Green where blind Lenny Peters used to play, the Salisbury Arms - Bush Hill Park and 
the TL&R Club in Tottenham. 

The hall is a not an unreasonable walk from the Sally Bs rock and roll club housed in the “ Piano 
Bar” location, and the Manzes pie and mash shop, Hoddesdon. 

Jackson Hall address: Burford Street, Stansted Road, Hoddsdon,EN11 8JA 

Contact: Geoff, 01763271921 or 07717 255656 

Geoff Strachan  
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As a diversion from this year’s May weekend of Rock’n’Roll at 
Hemsby, five Woodies decided to visit the East Anglia Transport 
Museum. The group assembled outside the Comfort Inn in Great 
Yarmouth early on Sunday morning at 10 am (well, early for some!) 
Then it was a twenty minute stroll to the town centre for our bus to 
Lowestoft where a change of bus was necessary and the driver 
advised us where to get off for the museum; unfortunately he forgot 
and drove straight past the museum! When we realised and rang 
the bell he was unable to stop for a couple of miles because the 

road was too twisty and very busy, finally dropping us in the middle of nowhere saying there would 
be a bus every thirty minutes, which proved to be wrong as it was a Sunday service. So it was an 
hour standing in a layby in the middle of Suffolk with no footpaths, nonstop traffic, and nobody 
stopping to offer five seniors a lift.  

We thought our luck was in when an antique bus approached, obviously going to the museum but, 
with the entire group frantically waving, it failed to stop. Later on at the museum the driver 
repeatedly apologised for not stopping, insisting he had no insurance cover for passengers.  

After about fifty five minutes our bus arrived, on time and we all presented our bus passes to the 
driver. We were finally dropped off near the museum some sixty minutes late. One final problem 
though; how do five seniors cross a very busy main road with no crossings? Miraculously the cars 
stopped in both directions and a route appeared across the tarmac to the other side of the road, 
rather like a well-known scene from the bible, then we were safe.  

    

The rest of the day went very smoothly. After a welcome lunch break the group had a very 
enjoyable afternoon, a journey on a tram out into the countryside, a circular ride on a trolley bus 

and a trip on the narrow gauge railway. It’s a fascinating 
museum with many exhibits including several other 
trams, trolley buses, cars, vans and motor bikes as well 
as plenty of memorabilia and very helpful volunteers 
who would happily chat about transport all day. 

Our return bus travel went without a hitch; back to the 
hotel in good time for dinner all having agreed what an 
excellent day out we had. My thanks to Chris Hodgeson, 
Brian Jessup, John Howard and Lee Wilkinson for being 
such good company as five guys went to Lowestoft.       

Martyn Harvey  
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A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the  
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet 

Contact Ken for the fuller stories. 

1. Jurors in the Spector trial say they don’t know much about his accomplishments Mick Brown the 
London journalist who is covering the trial for the Daily Telegraph said he was surprised many middle age 
jurors did not know of Spector.  He “remains a legendary figure in Britain both for his work with the Beatles, 
and perhaps because of the still recognizable effect of his musical techniques on British pop” Brown said. 
Engineer Larry Levine said “The way he made records changed the way everybody else made their 
records. Nothing was the same after Phil showed people what you could do in the studio.” His 
achievements are better remembered by the artists than fans. Source: Geoff Boucher, L.A. Times, 
25.4.2007 

2. The Highlander Auditorium has a doo-wop show on Saturday, admission $39.79. Terry Johnson of 
the Flamingos appears and referring to “I Only Have Eyes For You” says it was song no. 33 that he had 
been given to assess for an LP “Flaming Serenade”. He fell asleep and awoke with his fingers shaped into 
a chord, and at 4am called the band over to hear the song. Phil Margo of the Tokens did a demo of 
“Wimoweh” which had been done by the Weavers as a “chant”. RCA liked it but gave the band lyrics. Phil 
said the lyrics were boring so they re-wrote it and changed the melody. RCA pushed the A side “Tina” but a  
DJ in Worcester, Mass. played the flip “The Lion Sleeps Tonight” and it took off. Source: Jim Dail, 
California Press Enterprise, 17.7.2015 

3. The Wattstax 72 concert at the L.A. Memorial Coliseum, was organised as a day of black 
awareness, and a reminder of the Watts riots of 1965, where 34 people died and more than 1000 injured. 
Damage was estimated at $40m. 50 years later similar scenes still occur across the country. At the 
Coliseum nearly 100,000 predominately black fans paid just $1 entrance for the Stax sponsored show, and 
over 24 artists from the label performed. It was released as a documentary in 1973 with images of people 
smiling and dancing spliced with images of the riots. Wattstax almost certainly inspired the BET Experience 
in June and the Essence Fest, both events attracted hundreds of thousands of attendees. Source: Gerrice 
D. Kennedy, L.A.Times, 18.8.2015 

4. Claude Johnson had worked several jobs, including a painter for an electrical company and a gravel 
truck driver, plus as a BBQ restaurant owner. He would buy lots of fruits and nuts and put them in baskets 
and deliver them to elderly immobile people in their homes. Claude died June 30th in Crystals Springs, 
Miss. aged 83 after struggling with diabetes. His father, Robert Johnson, a blues singer, who did not leave 
a will, died in 1938 aged 27, he was destitute and nobody is sure where he is buried. There are only 2 
known photos of Robert, and the courts declared Claude his father’s sole heir, awarding him rights to the 
estate which is worth millions. One of the photos appeared on a Grammy winning LP cover in 1990. 
Source: Los Angeles Times, 8.7.2015 

5. “The Record Store Book: 50 Legendary and Iconic Places to Discover New and Used Vinyl” was 
released in April and features 50 stores from Los Angeles to the Inland Empire. Photos by Mike Spitz and 
interviews by Rebecca Villaneda. Publisher Rare Bird Books, price $29.95. It is available through online 
outlets and at Barnes & Noble stores. Some of the stores have been open for 20 years. These include 
Rhino Records in Claremont which started in 1976. Dennis Callaci general manager of Rhino says “We will 
never be in a comfortable space again”. Wayne Johnson, co-owner of Rockaway Records in Silver Lake 
since 1992 remembers that just 10 years ago CDs were still hot. Source: Des Woods 11, 9.8.2015, journal 
not known 

6. Brenda Lee appears at the Golden Nugget on Friday, she celebrated her 12th birthday there when 
she was part a of a Christmas themed revue in 1956. Brenda says “I still hold the record (as) the youngest 
to ever star on the Strip” when billed on the Perry Como show with the Inkspots, she even worked with 
Jimmy Durante, and raves about seeing the Treniers. Brenda says “the Beatles used to open for me in ’60, 
’61 and ’62 when touring Europe; and tried to get them a recording contract in America but it did not 
happen. Her recording career was covered by Owen Bradley in Nashville and her stage shows by Dick 

Baker’s Dozen 
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Barstow who was a choreographer for Judy Garland. Brenda does about 20 shows a year. Source: Mike 
Weatherford, 17.7.2015 

7. The Viva Las Vegas Rockabilly weekend began 20 years ago in the top deck of a parking garage at 
an off strip casino for a few hundred fans. The event now draws hundreds of performers and tens of 
thousands of attendees from all around the world. Acts suggested seeing includes: ”The Legends of 
Rockabilly” which includes Larry Collins of the Collins Kids and his Mosrite guitar. Sonny Burgess, Jack 
Baymoore and Alton & Jimmy. The Stars of Rock'n'Roll Show also includes the Cleftones, Otis Williams & 
the Charms, Jimmy Cavallo and Gene Summers. Source: Lissa Townsend Rodgers, Vegas Seven, April 
13-19 2017 

8. Chuck Berry’s body was on view in The Pageant, a club in St. Louis, his cherry red Gibson guitar 
was bolted to the inside of the coffin lid. After the viewing family & friends packed the club and the Rev. 
Alex I. Peterson said they would be celebrating Chuck’s life in rock and roll style. Bill Clinton sent a letter 
and wrote “His music spoke to the hope and dreams we all had in common. Me and Hilary grew up 
listening to him”. Paul McCartney and Little Richard sent notes of condolence. At the end of the funeral a 
brass band played “St. Louis Blues” while Chuck’s casket was carried out. The head of the Rock & Roll 
Hall Of Fame said “anybody who has picked up a guitar has been influenced by him” Source: Jeff 
Roberson, Las Vegas Review Journal, 10.4.2017 

9. The 1965 hit “California Dreaming” by the Mamas & The Papas included a 33 second flute solo by 
Bud Shank. In 1953 Bud and guitarist Laurindo Almeida were playing Brazilian music, and their 
“Braziliance” albums preceded Stan Getz and Charlie Byrd by nearly a decade. Bud performed the flute 
solo on The Association's 1967 chart topper “Windy” and appeared on records by Sergio Mendes, Boz 
Scaggs and Joni Mitchell. In his 60 years career he was considered one of the originators of the West 
Coast school of cool along with Chet Baker, Gerry Mulligan and Dave Brubeck and the equal of other alto 
saxaphomists such as Art Pepper, Jackie McLean and Phil Woods. He died in 2009 aged 82. Source: Matt 
Schudel, The Washington Post, 6.4.2009 

10. The Philadelphia group The Delfonics consisted of brothers William and Wilbert Hart and Randy 
Cain. The group was formed whilst they attended Philadelphia’s Overbrook High School in the 1960s. They 
recorded “La La Means I Love You”, and won an R&B Grammy in 1970 for song “Didn’t I Blow Your Mind 
This Time”. Cain left the group in 1971 but rejoined for a later version of the group.  He died in April 2009 at 
his home in Maple Shade, New Jersey, aged 63, but Rob O’Neil of the Burlington County medical 
examiner’s office refused to release details. William Hart said he saw Cain 4 or 5 months ago and said “I’m 
gonna miss him; we grew up together since 1968”. Source: The Las Vegas Review-Journal, Sept. 13th 
2009 

11. Bob Bogle and Don Wilson first met in Seattle in 1958, and whilst doing masonry work in 1959 
formed The Ventures. The band consisted of Bob, lead gtr, Don, rhythm gtr, Nockie Edwards, bass, Skip 
Moore, dms. Their 1960 “Walk-Don’t Run” got to no. 2 in the Billboard singles chart, and they recorded a 
new version in 1964 “Walk-Don’t Run 1964” which entered the Top 10, this time with Bob on bass and Don 
on rhythm gtr. Their only other Top 10 hit was their “Hawaii Five-O” theme in 1969 which peaked at no. 4. 
They recorded a number of guitar instructional albums, each hit the Top 100 charts. In Japan they sold 50 
million records and had 20 no. one hits. Bob died in June 2009 aged 75. Source: Dennis McLellan, Las 
Vegas Review-Journal, 17.9.2009 

12. Motown songwriter Sylvia Moy born 15.9.38 died April 2017 at a hospital in Dearborn, Michigan. 
She landed a job as a singer at the Caucus Club in Detroit, where she was spotted by Marvin Gaye and 
Mickey Stevenson, and introduced to Motown. The label convinced her to postpone her singing for 
songwriting and she wrote many hits for Stevie Wonder such as: “Uptight”, “My Cherie Amour”, “I Was 
Made To Love Her” and “Never had A Dream Come True”. Sylvia was inducted into the Songwriters Hall Of 
Fame in 2006. Other songs she wrote included “This Old Heart Of Mine” for the Isleys and “It Takes Two” 
for Marvin Gaye & Kim Weston. Sylvia also wrote theme songs for TV shows Source: Steve Marble, Los 
Angeles Times, 20.4.2017 

13. “Rock Around The Clock” sold 25m records being recorded more than 500 times, including versions 
by Mae West, Tiny Tim, Pat Boone, The Osmonds, and the Sex Pistols. Milt Gabler of Decca Records 
recorded “Clock” as the flip side to “13 Women” showing it as a fox trot. After doing two attempts in the 30 
minutes studio time, Gabler combined the attempts to create the master. Disc Jockeys preferred the 
“Clock” side and it became a minor hit that year. The following year the song was heard behind the opening 
credits of the film Blackboard Jungle and Decca reissued the record which charted at No. 1 for 8 weeks. In 
1974 “Clock” entered the Top 40 singles list for the 3rd time. Source: Randal C. Hill, Reminisce Magazine, 
Feb/March 2017 

Chuck N Baker / Ken Major  
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Robb Shenton 

Tell me Robb, where were you born? 

In Preston, Lancashire, on the posh end. Well, no actually it wasn’t; it was a bit rough in 1945 and 
still is. It was a time, when I was 15 or 16, so about 1959, that the local bands realised they could 
play all the songs that were on ‘Oh Boy!’ and ‘Six-Five Special’ so we used to play round all the 
local youth clubs. There were plenty of gigs we could play at £2 a night between us. It was great 
and people would be in and out of different bands and moving around. Some went away or died; 
some turned semi-professional or professional and moved away to Chorley, just up the road. 
Some moved to London where some made it and others didn’t. Preston was just a stepping stone 
from Liverpool, Blackpool and Manchester and all the clubs that were round there and all the 
bands. It was a great time to grow up in. 

I actually went to piano lessons but my mam also wanted 
me to go to elocution lessons. I used to go to Miss Sylvia 
Holt who, to a kid, looked like a Nazi storm trooper and she 
said “The rain in Spain falls mainly in the plain” and I’d 
reply “The rain in Spain falls mainly in t’plain” and she’d go 
“No, no, no!” After about a quarter of an hour she said 
“Give your mummy her half a crown back, I could do 
nothing with you”. So I was side-lined for life then, you 
know, binned, but I used to go upstairs to Miss Edna 
Kenyon the piano teacher whose hairstyle was reminiscent 

of Richard the Third and smelt of digestive biscuits which she munched throughout my piano 
lesson.  
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It was all right until I played some Rock'n'Roll things on the piano and she said “I think I’ve taken 
you far enough Bobby... off.” So that was it but then I realised that when I was doing all the 
Rock'n'Roll piano I had to unlearn everything I’d been taught as I was playing like Bobby Crush. 
Nothing wrong with Bobby’s playing but it wasn't Rock’n’Roll. I had to re-learn everything I’d done 
because initially I was crap playing Rock’n’Roll. I soon got into it though and joined some bands 
although I wanted to be a lead singer, I didn’t really want to play the piano at all. It was starting 
when the Beatles were coming in and, apart from Billy Kramer and a few others, there wasn’t a 
lead singer and the something or others, so I thought I’d play piano. 

When did your interest in music start? 

When my mam sent me to those piano lessons as she thought it’d bring a bit of culture. Of course, 
people used to laugh - look at him with his little bag going to piano lessons. They didn’t laugh 
when I was going into the dressing room to meet up with David John & The Mood and the Rolling 
Stones though. They’d say “Do you remember me?” “No, I’m sorry. Do I know you?” “We were at 
school together.” “Oh really, I’m just talking to Mr Jagger.” I took lessons from when I was 7½ until 
I was 15, and passed all the exams and so on. 

After the gig at the public hall in Preston the Rolling Stones couldn’t get out of the venue due to 
huge crowds round the front and at the stage door entrances. I was told there was a door at the 
back of the building which came out in Corporation Street that could be reached by going under 
the stage. So I was accompanied by all five Rolling Stones and with a five minute walk took them 
to Preston rail station for the last train to London. 

Was yours a musical family? 

No. Dad could hardly read or write but he was a skilled carpenter and we had a gorgeous garden 

which was his pride. But my mam had ideas for me I think because of that trumpeter from Preston, 
Eddie Calvert, although nobody remembers him now. He wasn’t the only one from Preston to be 
famous - Preston also had the hangman Albert Pierrepoint. He ran a pub just outside Preston as 
well. Funnily enough, if it hadn’t been for the rope around my Granddad’s neck, when he fell 
through the trap he’d have broken both his ankles. The oldies are the best - but not that one. 

Who were your musical influences? 

It’s got to be people like Elvis and Billy Fury. I discovered Johnny Burnette only through “Dreamin’” 
and "Little Boy Sad" and the Johnny Burnette Trio. But it was singers like Brenda Lee and I did 
like blues music. We did gigs with Muddy Waters and Sonny Boy Williamson - I fell out with Sonny 
Boy when we were backing him. He said “You white folks can’t play” and I said “You ain’t Sonny 
Boy Williamson either!” It was a good time and if you were semi-pro there were plenty of jobs 
about. If you were doing two or three gigs a week and you were too tired to go to one you could 
always get another job. I enjoyed it and it was a good grounding and Preston is still a good place 
for different genres of music. If you’re a young kid coming through there’s still a lively music scene 
there.  

Did the music scene in Preston kick off in the late ‘50s or did it have one before? 

I think it kicked off with the package tours - I remember Gene Vincent and Eddie Cochran coming 
to some cinema or other and acts like John Leyton were on; Cuddly Dudley, Vince Eager, Johnny 
Gentle and Georgie Fame (before the Blue Flames). I thought that we could do that and we saw 
all these girls screaming and throwing themselves at the acts so we thought “Have some of that! 
Oh yes.” We didn’t get much of that but we had plenty of music. It was all three chord stuff and we 
listened to Cliff Richard - we liked his early Rock'n'Roll but we thought his films were bloody awful; 
‘The Young Ones’, people dancing round in the streets… even then we thought it was crap. The 
best film he ever made was ‘Serious Charge’, absolutely a great film, but the other rubbish that 
followed got worse by the minute. He said he wanted to be an all-round entertainer - well do it 
somewhere else. Even Billy Fury, the films he was in like ‘I've Gotta Horse’ were awful. Clem 
Cattini gave me a Christmas present of ‘The Sound of Fury’ and I’ve still got that (I don’t play it, 
too precious; I copied onto CD and play that). 
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We saw these package tours and thought we could do it so played youth clubs where the girls 
would go “Ooooh, ooooh” and I’d have all foot marks on my chest as they went to get to the 
drummer. 

I moved to Liverpool in 1964, after David John & The Mood and I parted ways, and joined a 
Liverpool band. I sent a demo, just on the off-chance, to Manfred Weissleder at the Star Club and 
that’s when Mickie Most got in touch with me and said he’d like me to do three months at the Star 
Club in Hamburg. The day before we did four tracks in Joe Meeks’ studio, stopping one night in an 
old London hotel, then taking the boat on our way to Germany. That’s when Henry Henroid, who 
was one of Mickie’s mates, came over to the Star Club and asked if we’d still like to sign. The 
band said they’d sign but said I wouldn’t leave Joe Meek as I’d just signed a contract with him and 
recorded four tracks at 304 Holloway Road the day before embarking for Germany, basically 
because no-one else wanted to know and Joe was the only one who had said yes. Then all of a 
sudden everybody wants to know including this German record label. The band were a bit fed up 
as they thought, rightly for them, that I’d screwed it up for them as they could have had this 
contract. They’d said Meek was finished, and I think his last thing was “Just Like Eddie” and that 
was before the Honeycombs’ “Have I The Right” which I think would be late ’64 or early ’65.  

I came back to the UK and based myself in London’s Muswell Hill. I did a load of sessions with 
Joe and I used to get paid as well. If I’d done three and a quarter hours he’d pay me £15 because 
it was £7 10/-. I did some sessions at Decca as well for various artists and then I got introduced to 
Mickey Cook who was a great drummer. Joe said he needed a drummer and a keyboard player 
for this band from Tottenham, Flip and the Dateliners, so we went round their house and did an 
audition (I played “Flight of the Bumblebee” by the way) and they said we were in.  

We went on tour and went to Germany and, oh dear, it wasn’t quite the Star Club; it was the Star 
Palast in Kiel run by Obergruppenführer Manfred Woittalla. He said “Right, you have just arrived to 
Germany, have a good rest and be on stage in half an hour! I have no change for the pay. Let me 
show you to your accommodation.” When we played the Star Club we stayed in the Pacif ic Hotel 
in the Reeperbahn and it was great, the best partying hotel in Hamburg. Most of the bands 
appearing at the Star Club stayed at the Pacific. It was just a party from beginning to end. The 
accommodation provided by Herr Woittalla was above the club and how anybody survived there I 
don’t know. Anyway, he showed us to our accommodation which was two filthy rotten rooms - it 
reminds you of that Beatles film, it was just like that. When we asked if there was any water he 
said “No, toilets are downstairs. You now have ten minutes. Achtung!” In the end we never got 
paid for three weeks, not a penny. We went to a thing called the Arbeitsrecht which is like a 
German Civil Court and got a judgement against him but he paid it in Mark pieces, not in notes, 
we had to take two big leather bags. He took us to the back of this club and I thought we were 
going to get done here. We eventually went to the railway station to get a train home but overall it 
was fun. 

I then did sessions again for various people, Dick James music and all those sort of things. After 
sending a tape and photo to the NEMS office, I was invited to meet Brian Epstein and one of his 
executives at Brian’s London home in Chapel Street, Belgravia, and played some songs on the 
piano and he said he could do something. I could see the Rolls Royces, the Mercedes, girls 
waving through the window “Have my baby!” but he died some weeks later so that was the end of 

that. We then got spotted by Phil and Dorothy Solomon who 
managed the like of Van Morrison and Twinkle. You may remember 
the 1960’s hit record “Terry” by Twinkle, written when she was 16; a 
song about a motor cyclist killed when his bike crashed. I guess it 
was the UK’s answer to The Shangrilas’ “Leader of the Pack”. It was 
banned by the BBC which ensured its place at number four in the 
UK Top Ten Hit Parade. Twinkle is recently deceased after suffering 
from cancer.  

Anyway, we signed a contract with Major Minor - we thought we may 
have missed the boat guys but we’re in port now. And we were in 
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port - Phil and Dorothy Solomon put the money up and put us on tour with the Them and then the 
Marine Offences Act came in. Ronan O’Rahilly was bankrolled by Phil and Dorothy; Phil had a 
stronger financial base than Ronan who then owned Radio Caroline (North and South) and people 
had heard nothing like it. You got twelve plays a day on each boat and you were in the hit parade 
in two weeks. Then the Marine Offences Act came in so thank you Harold Wilson wherever you 
are. So that was that. We said “Goodbye” to Phil and Dot and “Bye” to our record contract. 

I thought “Beggar that” and went to the London School of Economics and did a degree while 
playing semi-pro with lots of bands. I used to gig around with a band called Home who were a 
fabulous band, Mick Stubbs was one of the best writers in the business. I used to do sessions at 
the IBC with Glyn Johns; that was when studios could charge what they liked and send the bill to 
A&M and so on. 

I lived round the corner from Ray Davies of the Kinks on Fortis Green Road and he lived in Fortis 
Green and we used to drink in local pubs, either the Clissold Arms or the John Baird. I got chatting 
to him and said I’d done this and I’d done that and he asked me to do some demos for him. So I 
did the first take of “I Go To Sleep” and he said we must do something together. I thought “Yes” 
but don’t get too excited as it could all go wrong. Then Ray got divorced and went to America, 
moving out of his house in Fortis Green. “See ya!” so that went as well. 

I concentrated on my career and started doing part-time gigs and then it sank to the lowest level 
possible singing with tracks (don’t tell anybody, will you?) which was just like karaoke really, but it 
was a vehicle where I could continue performing if I didn't currently have a band.  

What year was this Robb? 

Possibly 1998 I think. I played the holiday camps, in fact I bumped into Mike (Berry) a few times - 
he was in the ballroom, I was in the toilets with a crowd of three. It was all right, they were good 
gigs but it wasn’t what I wanted to do. I didn’t have time for a band; I had a good career and was 
earning megabucks, I ran a big national charity and helped to start up another one, both 
household names. Then there was the “Lonely Joe” thing - I said to Clem that I thought we should 
do something with this Joe Meek thing. I’d made a demo of the song originally called “A Song for 
Robert George” and I’d played it for Vic Keary, a great producer, and I played it to Alan Blackburn 
who said I should take it to Clem as he thought he’d like to produce it. I met with Clem who was 
keen to produce it so we got some really great musicians and I played keyboard and it was a 
really big surprise when it sold mega lots, it really did, no exaggeration, and it was obviously well-
packaged. 

I carried on doing my gigs and things and then I met up with Byron Elwell and Dave Kaye. I was 
talking to Dave at a Joe Meek do and said I’d done backing for Dave’s “In My Way” (your lips are 
warm as the springtime, springtime) with Flip from the Dateliners, one of the sessions we did for 
Joe, and Dave said why don’t we do an album, so we did. The three of us are doing different 
tracks on there. That was all right although it didn’t sell that well. It was called “Retro Reflections” 
and the cover isn’t my design - it looks like something you’d get in Thornton’s Chocolates. 

           

I was at the Ace Café with Clem and he asked if I’d met Alan Wilson, which I hadn’t, but Alan said 
“Oh, I’ve heard of you.” “Really? In what context?” He asked why I didn’t come to a decent studio 
so I said I would and we had a meeting at the studio and that’s probably where I got a real 
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foothold back in the business. “We’re Gonna Rock!” with the Western All-Stars got great 
accreditation and was beautifully recorded. The attention to detail from Alan Wilson who sweated 
over it is superb. We spent a week there with the whole studio booked, Alan didn’t want anybody 
else in and he produced that which was brilliant. It came out in November 2011 and went to CD 
release in 2012 and is still selling (thank God for that!) I might be doing something else with Alan 
in the future. 

Then Iain Terry, Clive Osborne, Les Curtis who used to play with Darrel 
Higham, and P J Johnson, great bass player, wanted to get a 12-piece 
band together so we did a demo, just a demo, nothing else, and that was 
called Robb Shenton’s Rocking Revue which is gathering a bit of dust at 
the moment. 

To our delight, I wouldn’t say it took fire but it’s selling big in Europe, is 
this five-track EP with “Down The Line”, “My Babe”, “Lonely Blue Boy”, 
“Hog For You Baby” and “Be Boppin' Baby” by Robb Shenton and the 
Shentones. That was a surprise but now we’re starting to push it with 
great reviews in Holland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Italy and France. I thought it was okay but 
not as sophisticated as something like the Revolutionaires or people like that. Just plain old stuff 
as everybody does these tracks and I’m quite well aware that I’m not breaking any new ground. 
I’ve more sense than that. So that’s currently out.  

I’m very much looking forward to emceeing tonight (Heritage Show 10 Part 2 in June 2015) and I 
realise that I have a big pair of shoes to fill from Rockin’ Ricky who made the job look so easy. 

For future plans I’m discussing a joint project with a named artist for an album with six tracks each 
which we’re negotiating at present and hope to start in January/February, once again using 
Western Star Studios with ace producer Alan Wilson.  

Backtracking a bit, you were an original member of David John & The Mood so which tracks did 
you record with them? 

I did the demos but didn’t play on the records but along with others recommended them to Joe 
Meek. With Flip of the Dateliners we did back-up vocals including for Bobby Rio, Freddie Starr, 
Dave Kaye etc. and loads from the Joe Meek stable. I took a great band called the Bobcats (later 
called The Puppets) from Preston to Joe to back me but I knew that they were a unit themselves 
and didn’t really want to permanently back me and they were quite forward about that but were 
happy to back me for the session. Joe said he wanted to sign me as an artist and he would sign 
any band I was with, playing or singing. I went back to Preston and I got hold of a few people, 
Roger James, Andy Leigh who later joined Matthews’ Southern Comfort, some good players, and 
formed a band called the Prestons. We went back to Joe Meek and recorded four tracks, two by 
Roger James and two of mine. Roger was a DJ at Preston Top Rank and played guitar at half 
time. However, Roger was rather more ambitious and decided he wanted to go with his own band 
so took half the band with him. 

I was in Preston and I’d gone to see David John & The Mood and was having a drink in the venue 
bar and this band said they were from Liverpool and they’d seen me playing with David John, 
would I come and join them? They were called the Nashpool, like Nashville and Liverpool, and 
they were a great little heart and soul four-piece. We did loads of gigs around Liverpool. I was in 
some other big Liverpool bands whose names I can’t mention (due to copyright) but it’s coming 
out soon in a book about some of the big bands I was in. It was with the Nashpool that I recorded 
for Joe and we went to Hamburg where they wanted to go with Mickie Most and I said I was going 
to stay with Joe so that was the parting of the ways. That’s when I came back and Joe asked me 
to do sessions for him and I met Mick Cook up at Joe’s. He said he was going to meet this 
drummer, talk to this band from Tottenham called Flip and the Dateliners and I joined them.  

Weren’t the Syndicats a Tottenham band also? 

http://www.hoodwinkrecordings.co.uk/communities/6/004/012/171/206/images/4616818864.jpg
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Yes, they were. We used to work for an agent called George Cooper whose agency had a roster 
of popular acts of the day like Joe Brown, John Leyton and Billy Fury and all Larry Parnes’ acts. 
The George Cooper Organisation was at 37 Soho Square W.1. One of the bookers said he had a 
gig for the Syndicats but Mickey Stubbs had a throat infection so could I do the gig. I said “I can’t 
do that.” He said “It’s a hundred quid.” “Where’s the gig?” Just the once… Mickey Stubbs is one of 
my favourite writers and if you can get any albums by a band called Home, circa 1972, you’ll see. 
Great sidesmen - you had Cliff Williams who later joined AC/DC, lead guitar Laurie Wisefield who 
played with Joe Cocker and Tina Turner. When we went to Mick Cook’s funeral they got on stage 
and called me up to do a song and Laurie said he’d get up and play with me… oh dear me, great.  

I’ve been lucky to be associated with some great players, some just watching, others contributing 
with. I’ve met some great people.  

You flirted with psychedelia as well apparently? 

When we joined Phil Solomon we had a band called The Third Eye because it was all mystique 
and that, all in kaftans and we did gigs with Cream at the Marquee. We did a season at the 
Marquee with The Herd, Jeff Beck and so on. That was a deal that we got from the Solomons who 
put us in the studio and was to come out on Major Minor and because of the two ships plugging it 
all the time you were going to get a hit. Due to the Marine Offences Act coming in, the record 
never came out. (Sob) I must have been rotten in another life. 

I was going to join Arthur Brown, you know “Fire”. A ten piece band was advertising for soul 
singers, so that tells you how far back that was, and we went to the Starting Gate in Wood Green 
and I met this guy Arthur with his lady Jenny. Lots of people going “Next!” “You haven’t got my 
name yet”, “Never mind, NEXT!” I did a song, then I did another one and then Arthur did two 
songs and they asked the two of us to stop behind. We were asked to try something together so 
we did and then they asked us to join the act. We asked when did we start and they told us there 

was a rehearsal the next day and then they were playing Cardiff and then 
going to this, that and t’other. We asked about the money and worked out 
that after paying for hotels and so on we’d owe them about ten bob. I said 
“Arthur, we need to talk” and he told me he’d had a phone call from Pete 
Townshend who wanted to record him and asked if I wanted to play 
keyboards for him. I said I really wanted to sing and he said I could do 
backing vocals which wasn’t quite what I wanted but said I’d think about it. 
That’s when I took up with The Third Eye where we had a good 
management structure and money behind us while Arthur went to France 
and got this Dutch guy, Drachen Theaker, to play keyboards and they 
recorded “Fire”. I wanted to be the star, not him with a burning teapot on his 
head and a fabulous vocal range. 

(Denis) Did you ever work with Screaming Lord Sutch? 

I’ve never worked with him but I met him in Preston at a club called The Catacombs that had just 
opened. It was a smelly old cellar that somebody had done up and they’d booked Screaming Lord 
Sutch & the Savages for the opening night. I think I had the day off work so we all went down 
there and Sutch was there in the afternoon. He asked us all if we wanted to go round with him to 
help publicize the event. He ran into Woolworths shouting “Marks & Spencer, Marks & Spencer” 
and, as they didn’t have security in those days, he had store managers chasing him around and, 
as he ran out, there was a host of photographers waiting. They used to have afternoon papers, 
late edition, and he was in all the late editions and there was a capacity crowd for the opening of 
the club. He bought us a Coke in the Wimpy actually… well, he didn’t pay for it, he just said 
“Come on, we’re going.” He got the great musicians to work with him so he was no slouch. I loved 
“Don’t You Just Know It”; I think that’s a great record. 

I knew some great bands but look at the crap now. You just show your age really - One Direction, 
oh dear me. But that’s what the kids want, it’s all marketing. You could go on about all these 
manufactured boy bands but lots of bands were manufactured in the old days. You’d hear these 
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things “Guess who didn’t play on their record” - NOBODY played on their record, nobody apart 
from Jimi Hendrix and the Beatles. Even the Stones had players on.  

(Denis) You mentioned the Marine Offences Act. Do you think that without pirate radio you’d only 
have had the groups backed by the big record companies? 

It was all ‘Payola Roll Blues’; if the record companies liked you they’d pay and a lot of it was 
advertising or secondary advertising where you’d advertise something and play something else. 
You’d pay to play one record and not pay for another, there was buying in the shops and I used to 
go round doing that. The BBC would give us a list of the shops to buy from, the chart shops. 
Everybody was at it. When Gene Pitney recorded “That Girl Belongs To Yesterday” it should have 
been number one for about six weeks but it staggered to number four and then went down as it 
was the only one in the Top Ten that hadn’t been bought in and that’s why it sank… so the story 
goes. However the pirate stations gave air-time to new artistes and bands who would not see the 
light elsewhere who only played the top twenty. 

(Denis) In the days when you were recording you weren’t called Robb Shenton were you? You 
started as Robb Deka. Why the name change? 

Billy Fury, Vince Eager, and then Bob Eccles - yes, I can see that… or not.  

I can understand from Eccles to Deka but Shenton? 

I’d packed up singing for a long time and was ten years out of it. I’d gone to 
university and got a degree, I had a principal officer’s job with a local 
authority, I wasn’t even doing semi-pro gigs, nothing. My brother in law Paul 
said he had this band Shandy, did I want to front them? I said I didn’t want 
to be just a member, I wanted to be out front like Shane Fenton and the 
Fentones, Rocky Sharpe and the Replays, Robb something and Shandy so 
I was going Swineford… Swinton… Sheldon… Shilton… and then Shenton. 
It’s documented in a 2009 edition of the Thunderbolt, issue number 55, the 
magazine of the Joe Meek society where I explain why the change was 
made to Shenton. It was nothing to do with Violet Shenton (Meek’s 
landlady) at all. It wasn’t in my consciousness but it matched Shandy. In the 
era when I was with the Dateliners I was known as Robb Deka - it should have been Decca but it 
was misspelled by a promoter and it stuck. I also used the name Bobby Adams with some bands. 

 

Thanks for taking the time to talk to us. 

Thank you for inviting me.  
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Chicago Blues Festival 2018 

 

This year’s Blues Festival was built around two themes; the 65th Anniversary of Delmark Records 
and the Life and Times of Little Walter. 

Bob Koester’s Delmark (originally Delmar) label was born in Saint Louis in 1953 but moved to 
Chicago to become one of the best known Chicago Blues Labels. Bob was anxious to point out 
that it was not just a blues label and that half the label’s output were Jazz records. Bob said his 
first love was jazz and he regarded blues as mainly a vocal music.  

This year’s festival was based in Millennium Park using the Jay Pritzker Pavilion as the main 
stage and the Visit Mississippi Juke Joint Stage and the Budweiser Crossroads Stage the 
secondary stages. There were also a number of smaller stages running at the same times. 

Musically the standard of this year’s Festival was extremely high but with so many acts performing 
simultaneously it would be impossible to see everything. 

I spent most of my time in the Juke Joint Tent. Day One commenced with a Panel Discussion on 
Delmark Records, Bob Koester and Bruce Iglauer being the main speakers and with Dick 
Shurman moderating.  

Mickey Rodgers and the Soul Blues Band played an excellent set. The standout act of the day 
was Mr Sipp and his Band. 

I also managed to see both Jimmy Burns and Jimmy Johnson who played at the Front Porch 
Stage. 

Bob Koester and Bruce Iglauer 

Mickey Rodgers Mr Sipp 
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Day Two also commenced with a discussion, this time on Little Walter and his influences and his 
influence. The panel was Scott Dirks, Marian Diaz Reacco (daughter of Little Walter) and Sam Lay 
with Corky Siegal contributing. 

One of the highlights for me was The Keeshea Pratt Band. Keeshea has a great band and she is 
a wonderful performer. 

            

Willie Clayton performed on the main stage and showed why he is such a popular performer in 
Chicago.  

The highlight of Day Three was Johnny Rawls. “I’m a bluesman don’t play none of that blues rock 
shit” he announced at the beginning of his set.  

      

His daughter Destiny also showed what a fine singer she is. 

Nellie Tiger Travis performed before Johnny. She arrived late for the show because of travel 
difficulties and performed in a jogging suit. In spite of her difficulties she performed well and has a 
good band. 

Jimmy Burns Jimmy Johnson Scott Dirks and Marian Diaz Reacco 

Keeshea Pratt Keeshea Pratt Band Willie Clayton 

Johnny Rawls 
Destiny Rawls 
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On the main stage Kenny Neal produced a very strong act and is a captivating performer. Wayne 
Baker Brooks joined the band for their finale. 

The Festival closed with Mavis Staples. Mavis, who was involved in the Civil Rights Movement 
from the early ‘60s, sang some songs associated with those times. She has had personal grief 
with the passing of her sister Yvonne recently but she gave a strong performance and was a fitting 
finale to a great Festival. 

Congratulations to all involved and to the City of Chicago for a great Festival. 

Words and Pictures Eddie Soye 

 

   
 

          

Nellie Tiger Travis Kenny Neal Wayne Baker Brooks 

Eddie Cotton Willie Buck 

Sonny Landreth Mavis Staples 

Sharde Thomas 
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For this Musical Missive we return to discussing an artist from the British 
Dance Band history of the 1900s. Looking at my past articles and then this 
one I have noticed that this one is somewhat shorter than the others so on 
reading it again and again I cannot find or recall from my small memory 
bank any other info to include although there is every aspect of the 
subject’s musical career discussed. In his life span of just fifty years this 
gentleman became known as an actor, a trained Classical violinist and one 
of the friendliest band leaders of his time. With a commercial musical 
career spanning from the early 1930s through to the 1960s Sydney Lipton 
is our subject. 

Sydney Lipton, born Sydney John Lipton on 14 December 1905, was a 
popular born British Dance Band Leader. Born in London’s East End to a 

musical family, at the age of seven Sydney started to play the violin and gained recognition by his 
teacher as a good student and an even better player with big plans to become a concert soloist. 
The plans for a soloist career were soon shelved after losing the top of his left index finger while 
folding a deck chair; Sydney soon realised he needed to help support the family so started 
working weekends and after school in cinema and theatre orchestras. At the age of seventeen 
Sydney turned professional with the Murray Hedges quintet at Edinburgh’s Palais de Danse; 
although a long way from his home turf Sydney felt that with this move he would gain some great 
experience and learn a lot about the music industry. The Murray Hedges quintet was booked to 
play opposite Billy Cotton and his Band at The Regent Ballroom in Brighton. 

Along with Clem Bernard (piano) and Joe 
Ferrie (trombone) also from the Murray 
Hedges line up Sydney (violin) was asked to 
join the Billy Cotton outfit for the whole of a 
season at Southport. The three still young lads 
were right in thinking that they would each 
gain some good experience from this move. 
When Billy Cotton was moving down to The 
Liverpool Rialto for a season Sydney refused 
to go and stayed in Southport as leader of a 
local Southport band. When the job in 
Southport eventually came to an end Sydney returned to London to join the Ambrose line-up for 
various broadcasts and recording sessions. It was 1928 when Sydney returned to working for Billy 
Cotton in his London Savannah Band at the Astoria Ballroom on Charing Cross Road. Staying 
with Cotton’s band when it moved to Ciro’s Club, this put the thought into Sydney’s mind that there 
were too many changes and touring for a married man with a young daughter. Little did he realise 

at the time that his daughter would be singing with his own band 
and those of Lew Stone and Jack Hylton a decade later. In the early 
days of Sydney’s band leading years his signature tune was ‘I’ll See 
You In My Dreams’, and in later years he used two other tunes, 
‘Just Dance And Leave The Music To Me’ and ‘Sweet Harmony’. 

Instead of touring with Cotton’s band Sydney formed his own band 
at the Royal Palace Hotel in Kensington, and when his contract 
expired Sydney moved to The Grosvenor House in Park Lane, from 
where the BBC started regular late night broadcasts of dance 
music. With a working time span of thirty-six years (except for his 
wartime service years) at the Grosvenor, Sydney had some of the 
best up and coming players in his band. Not only did this band have 
a strong line-up of players it had just as strong a line-up of vocalists 
including his daughter Celia Lipton who was joined by Jack Plant, 

Sydney Lipton and his Orchestra at the Grosvenor 

House Hotel in 1937 

Sydney with his daughter Celia 
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Harry Bentley and Chips Chippendale with Cyril Grantham and George Evans adding their vocal 
talents to occasional guests such as Al Bowley, Nat Gonella and Sam Browne. 

As the war arrived Sydney signed up first to the Royal Artillery 
and then later to the Royal Signals, where he received a mention 
in “Dispatches” for his service as a motor-cyclist and achieved 
the rank of Captain. On being de-mobbed from the services 
Sydney really did not want to return to the Grosvenor, but they 
made him an offer he could not refuse. On his return to the hotel 
he re-started the band with a completely different line-up of 
instruments including more strings, harp and rhythm. About 8 
months after this re-start Sydney returned the band to a similar 
line-up as before the war but employing more new and younger 
musicians. Sydney made many excellent recordings through his 
years with Regal, Sterno, Decca, Zonophone and Columbia 

although none became 
great hits. Sydney had 
started an entertainments 
agency before the war 
which had an office at Steinway Hall near Hanover Square, 
London and this became his main interest when he retired 
in 1967. I mentioned right at the start that Sydney was also 
known as an actor; he appeared in “Let's Make a Night of It” 
(1937), “Looks Familiar” (1970) and the TV interview show 
This Is Your Life (1955).  

A real cockney at heart, Sydney Lipton was a well-spoken, 
smartly dressed, tall and elegant gentleman who had 
respect for all his associates and who received the same 
high respect in return. An ideal front-man with a fantastic 
personality, stage charisma and character who 
unfortunately passed away in July 1995 during a visit to his 
daughter in Florida USA.  

 

~~~ Musical video links ~~~ 

 

Sydney Lipton and his Band (at Grosvenor House, Park Lane, London) – Soon 

(1935) 

~~ 

The New Grosvenor House Band directed by Sydney Lipton - Lovely to Look at 

(1935) 

~~ 

Sydney Lipton & his Grosvenor House Orchestra – Manhattan Holiday 

(1938) 

~~ 

Sydney Lipton and his Orchestra - "I Like Bananas" 

(1936) 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vaj3yYM6BtA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZUyl9At3aeY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7HKrhTAQ0SY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fj_kAKUKaFA
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JAZZ JUNCTION 
. 

The Tom Millar Quartet at The Bull’s Head, Barnes, 18 July 2018 
 

The genre of jazz has been subject to changes in styles since its very beginning, and, as its 
popularity grew world-wide, it was taken up by many outside the US.  In the past musicians in this 
country, inspired by Dixieland, swing, or bebop (and familiar with the popular music of the day) 
were often self-taught and would embrace the culture of those they sought to emulate.  In the 
1980s educational facilities began to provide musical training for those wishing to pursue a career 
in the new ‘world music’, and they have tended to produce students who were more technically-
minded than their predecessors and whose influences were more likely to come from by classical 
and rock music. 

 

The Tom Millar Quartet, young musicians all, comprised Tom Millar (piano), Alex Munk (guitar), 
Misha Mullov-Abbado (bass), and Dave Storey (drums).  Tom Millar was born in Sydney but grew 
up in London, and they had all met at the Royal Academy of Music, although Mike Clowes, the 
drummer on last year’s debut album Unnatural Events, had left the band prior to the tour to 
promote it. 

An aspect that seems slightly alien to the jazz fan of longstanding is that often these younger 
musicians play in bands that have been given names: band member Alex Munk in Flying 
Machines, Misha Mullov-Abbado in Zirobop, and Dave Storey in Asterope.  While describing the 
music as jazz may be a useful marketing tool, it seems that the use of ‘rock’ band names may be 
to avoid putting off any of the younger punters. 

As for the music, the majority of which came from the album Unnatural 
Events, Tom Millar was the inspiration as composer of thoughtful 
creations, pictures that were left for the listener to imagine.  While he and 
Alex Munk were the main soloists, it was Misha Mullov-Abbado and Dave 
Storey who provided the grooves that propelled each number to a higher 
level.  

The Seafarer was introduced by the full-bodied bass of Misha Mullov-Abbado, and the gentle 
swells of the sea were soon evident before a sailing ship, driven by piano and guitar, began to 
make good headway on its journey.  Water was also the connection for Inversnaid, a hamlet on 
the north-east shore of Loch Lomond, but more pertinently the title of a poem by Gerard Manley 
Hopkins that is an ode to a foaming stream. 

Alex Munk’s guitar was at its most heated on Woad, as war paint was donned and frantic 
preparations for battle were commenced.  Fortunately peace was achieved with Park Hill, not an 
order to a father to murder, but a reflective and pastoral way to end the second set. The above 
numbers were just a few examples that made for an interesting evening of jazz from the younger 
generation, all of whom made admirable contributions. 

Dave Carroll  
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Tuesday, June 05, 2018 

Eli 'Paperboy' Reed at the 100 Club  

It's almost exactly ten years since I first saw Eli 'Paperboy' Reed perform solo in the top room of a 
pub in Chalk Farm. I was knocked out by this Boston boy's amazingly soulful voice and I've 
followed his career with interest ever since, bumping into him in LA a couple of years ago when 
we both, separately, toured the city's blues clubs and catching him at various gigs in London over 
the years. He has made several albums during the intervening years, comprising mostly original 
songs, and has now teamed up with the High and Mighty Brass Band, a New Orleans styled 
combo from New York, on a new album, featuring remakes of some of his older songs. 

Eli and the brass band appeared at a packed out 
100 Club in London last night to reveal the new 
sound. The High and Mighty band comprise two 
trombones. two trumpets, two drummers and a 
sousaphone and I guess if you like brass bands 
you would be in heaven. But for me it was a 
rather mixed experience. Eli's voice is as strong 
as ever, but whether the rather discordant 
backing of a loud brass band really shows off his 
wonderful voice to best effect is debatable.  

The band began by playing three instrumentals 
which set up the mood for Eli, who came on 
stage with his right leg in a cast, but otherwise 
looking good. He used his powerful voice to 

overcome the somewhat raucous backing, but it seemed a struggle at times. Maybe my recent 
attack of deafness in one ear (caused by attending too many loud gigs over the years) has 
affected my appreciation of what was undoubtedly a full blooded set, but some of the up tempo 
numbers were not really to my taste and I would have liked to have heard Eli with less intrusive 
backing. 

Numbers included The Satisfier, Well Alright Now and 
the Joe Tex styled Name Calling, all from the new LP, 
but all previously recorded with Eli's old group The 
Trueloves. Your Sins Will Find You Out was a 
highlight, as was the excellent Walking and Talking 
(For My Baby). Other songs included I'm Gonna 
Getcha Back and Take My Love With You, also on the 
new album. The encore ended with Eli and the band 
leaving the stage for two stirring gospel numbers - Just 
A Closer Walk With Thee and Glory Glory Hallelujah - 
sadly invisible to most at the wrong end of the venue (I 
had left by this stage, so thanks to Dave for this bit). 

It's always good to see Eli perform and I just love his voice, which has hints of Otis Redding, Sam 
Cooke and even James Carr. But the brass band format was risky as it threatened to dominate. 
The crowd seemed to love it though, so maybe he's on to a winner. 

Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles 

from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip 

over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick. 

http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/
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Monday, June 25, 2018 

Doo-wop Legends at the 100 Club  

The Apollo Theatre in Harlem of the 1950s was recreated at the 100 Club in London last night 

when three original doo-wop singers appeared on stage at the latest Tales From The Woods 

show. Sadly there was a less than capacity audience, consisting mostly of older music fans, but 
the performances were top notch and this was definitely a night to remember. 

Backed by the ever excellent Tales From The Woods Band, and supported by the superb 

Barcelona based doo-wop quartet The Four Candles (aka the Velvet Candles), John Cheatdom, 
Tommy Hunt and Gaynel Hodge, have a combined aged of over 240 years, but they have still got 
the sweet voices that served them so well back in the day. After an introduction from Keith Woods, 

who has masterminded all the TFTW shows over the last ten years or so, the band played four 
numbers, two instrumentals and two - Don't Come Knockin’ and Chicken Shack Boogie - on which 
lead guitarist John Spencely took the vocals. 

The sound seemed a bit muddy at this 
stage but it improved once the Four 
Candles (pictured), who performed for 
the remainder of the show, took the 
stage. Their lead singer Augie Burriel 
took the lead on several classic 
numbers, including the Velvets' Tonight, 
Dance Girl Dance, Little Darling and 
She's The Most, while the soft tones of 
Miguel Garro sang Fools Fall In Love, 
Cry Cry Cry and the Cleftones' Heart 
And Soul. This was harmony group 
singing at its very best - something 
we've come to expect from this group 
over recent years. They look right, with 
their white jackets with bow ties and 

their choreographed stage moves, and they sound right too: a throwback to the doo-wop groups of 
the fifties. 

First solo act on stage was John Cheatdom, who had spells with the Velours and Penguins and 
was with the Platters for over 30 years. Wearing a colourful music themed jacket, John has a light 
high voice, with a slightly unnerving 
falsetto at times, and came across 
strongly on ten numbers, including 
Tears On My Pillow, some Platters 
songs (The Magic Touch, My Prayer 
and Harbour Lights), the Velours' 
Remember and the Fiestas' So Fine. 
He followed with a solo effort on 
Unchained Melody, the soft 
Remember When, Can I Come Over 
Tonight and, as an encore, Gloria. 
John said he became a doo-wop 
singer after seeing Billy Eckstine and 
the Ink Spots 60 years ago, and he 
hasn't looked back since. But, he 
said, it was a pleasant change to be 
backed by a full band, rather than a 
backing tape. 
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Next up was the star of a previous TFTW 

show, the ageless Tommy Hunt, who has had 
careers both in doo-wop and in soul. Now 85 
his sense of humour and vocal ability remains 
undimmed and he was an absolute delight. 
This was very much a Flamingos set and he 
described the Candles as the new Flamingos 
(someone in the audience suggested they 
should be called the Flamencos), and 
included many of their best known numbers. 
He began with Ko Ko Mo, moving on to the 
Sam Cooke penned Nobody Loves Me Like 
You, and the rather drone-like A Kiss From 
Your Lips. There was rock and roll with Crazy 
Crazy Crazy, sweet harmony with Lovers 

Never Say Goodbye, a baion beat on Your Other Love and 
Besame Mucho, and - a song he apparently hates - 
Heavenly Angel. Always a highlight in a Tommy Hunt/Four 
Candles set, Paul Robeson's Ol' Man River went down a 
storm, and finally the upbeat Jump Children rocked the 
joint. Tommy left the stage, but obviously he couldn't go 
without singing the Flamingos' greatest hit, I Only Have 
Eyes For You, which completed a set of the highest class. 

The third doo-wop legend, Gaynel Hodge, was a little late 
coming to the stage so we were treated to Shake Rattle 
and Roll by Jackson Sloan (pictured with DJ John 

Howard), before the ex-member of the Hollywood 
Flames and the Turks, dressed in a dark suit and 
sun glasses appeared. Gaynel, who I saw at 
Rhythm Riot a few years ago, kicked things off with 
The Hollywood Flames' Buzz Buzz Buzz, followed 
by the somewhat lugubrious Emily. Then came I'm 
In Love and the Latin flavoured Hey Senorita. 
Gaynel was at one time a member of the Penguins 
and co-wrote the classic Earth Angel, a song he 
sang while taking Claire Hamlin's place on 
keyboards, before tackling the Platters' Only You, 
Little Bitty Pretty One, I'm A Fool, Rockin' Robin and 
It's You. Gaynel mumbled a little between songs but 
his vocals were good and this was another strong 

set. 

Finally all three acts came on stage for a finale 
of So Fine, with enthusiastic applause from the 
audience. Keith Woods must again by 
congratulated on putting on this fine show, and 

the Tales From The Woods Band, this time 

augmented on sax by Nick Lunt, also deserves 
the highest praise, as do the Four Candles. 
Such a shame that a show of this quality 
wasn't sold out. Why is it that doo-wop doesn't 
attract a younger audience, whereas the 
equally venerable rockabilly does? 

Here are some photos of members of the 
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band, namely John Spencely, Claire Hamlin and sax players Alex Bland and Nick Lunt. 

     

                              

The man who made it all possible Keith Woods. Finally, here's one of me with John Cheatdom. 

Wednesday, July 04, 2018 

Candi Staton shows she is 'Unstoppable'  

Candi Staton has a new album out shortly called 
'Unstoppable'. Judging by last night's show at the 
Omeara in London (a new venue for me, but an 
intimate one which has much to commend it), it's a 
very apt title, because, at the age of 78, Candi still has 
energy to spare, as well as a great voice and vibrant 
personality. 

I missed the first couple of numbers as I was watching 
England do the unthinkable by actually winning a 
penalty shoot-out, but I gather they were 'Honest I Do' 
and the Bee Gees' 'Nights on Broadway'. When I 
arrived Candi was going through some of her earlier 

recordings from her time at Fame, with her excellent version of Tammy Wynette's 'Stand By Your 
Man', followed by 'I'd Rather Be An Old Man's Sweetheart (Than A Young Man's Fool)'. It was 
immediately clear that we were in for something special. Candi has a terrific personality and it 
shone through. Backed by her regular band, which was excellent, as were her backing singers, 
she moved on to two numbers from the new album - the bluesy 'I Fooled You (Didn't I)' and Patti 
Smith's 'People Have The Power'. 

Back in the early seventies, Candi had great success with a cover of 'In The Ghetto', a song, she 
recalled, that she performed with Elvis at the time. From that point onwards it was dance time, 
something the youngish crowd took to enthusiastically, initially with a good take on 'Suspicious 
Minds'. Then it was on to an extended version of her disco classic 'Young Hearts Run Free', with 
hints of gospel ('This Little Light Of Mine') thrown in, during which she introduced members of the 
band. The dance favourite 'You Got The Love' inevitably got the crowd going and by this time you 
could feel the love - both from Candi and from the adoring audience. Candi finished with a brief 
stab at ‘Unstoppable’ - 'it's what I'm trying to be', she said. On this form Candi certainly is. 

Nick Cobban 
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles  
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I am in contact with Teresa James who leads a great 
R&B group ‘Teresa James and the Rhythm Tramps’. 
From Texas, she is now based in California and I first 
saw her on one of the Delbert McClinton’s Blues cruises 
and thought she and her band were the best of the 20 or 
so on board so I have kept in touch. It goes without 
saying, I have most of her albums, eight at the moment 
and I love her driving R&B style. She has a good voice, 
like Bonnie Raitt’s, and stands to sing and play a mean 
piano. Look her up on YouTube. 

However, her albums have been increasingly hard to obtain in the UK in CD 
form. Her latest album, ‘Here In Babylon’, reached No.14 in the 

Independent Blues Broadcasters Association’s (IBBA) top forty in May 
and No.18 in June, (they must have been playing downloads) so I 

wrote to Teresa and told her and she was naturally thrilled and 
checked it out on line. She asked about Blues magazines in the 
UK and hopefully will have an interview in ‘Blues Matters’ in the 
coming months. I told her of the increasing difficulty of old CD 

farts like me to obtain hard copy of her music (the last three 
albums, ‘You Know You Like It’, ‘Come on Home’ and ‘Bonefide’ I 

bought direct from her, well, I bought two and she gifted me the 
other. She also offered to send me another free copy of this one if I ran 

out of options here). Amazon say they are ‘out of stock and don’t know 
when or if they will be getting more’ 

A good friend, who downloads, made me a CD copy so I can listen but I am still going to find a 
proper hard copy. Like I said in the last issue of TFTW (103) I will eventually be sent kicking and 
screaming into the never never land of no information downloads. 

Radio: I’m afraid I am not fully enjoying radio 2’s Blues 

programme now presented by Cerys Matthews who has moved 
to Radio 2 (a national station). She thinks she will introduce us 
Blues listeners to Jazz, World, Folk, Rock and Country (much 
like her Radio 6 programme). Blues fans only have less than an 
hour on national radio and these other genres (I hate that word!) 
are well covered by their own programmes. The only time the 
sun has shone out of the radio in her programmes has been when her guests have played their 
selections. A recent guest was Roger Armstrong, co-founder of Ace Records and he chose from 
their wonderful catalogue. I suppose it’s back to the internet if this continues. She was obviously 
chosen to bolster women on the radio, not a sexist remark, merely a new policy of Radio in 
general. However she bravely puts out a live programme, encouraging Twitterites and 
Facebookers to comment with hackneyed messages like “love the show”, “great show”, etc, etc,. 
Now she’s included email (my only social media). However, on her last programme (Monday 23rd 
July 2018), she did include my letter to her, much edited and played the Allman Brothers as a 
request of one of my list. 
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Blues Festivals: I’m glad I call my column ‘rambling’ as I 

would like to ramble toward that lovely festival that takes 
place every year in Banbury, Oxfordshire (not far from me). 
It is called ‘Fairport’s Cropredy Convention’ and takes place 
on the 9th, 10th, and 11th of August and is, perhaps, the 
most mixed up but delightful festival in the land. 

Headlined by ‘Fairport Convention’ (another of their last 
ever gigs!) it includes Brian Wilson (presenting the Beach 
Boys’ ‘Pet Sounds’), Police Dog Hogan, the Levellers, Kate 
Rushby, Al Stewart, Afroceltic Sound System, Sam Kelly 
and the Lost Boys and even Richard Digance (I loved 
listening to him on late night commercial radio back in the 
‘80s). There are loads more and even the headliners bring 
on wonderful guests. I have been to this a couple of times 
and it does have that hippy, Woodstock feel. For details go 
to www.fairportconvention.com . There are some Blues 
and, hospital visits allowing (I have been hospitalised twice 
since the last issue and there are more visits to come), I 
might go and enjoy the atmosphere for an afternoon. 

Lists: Winners of the (American) Blues Foundation awards 2018 

This list is the 26 winners in the 39th Blues Music Awards  

Acoustic Album of the year – Doug MacLeod – Break the Chain 
Acoustic Artist – Taj Mahal 
Album of the Year – “TajMo” – Taj Mahal & Keb’ Mo’ 
Band – Rick Estrin & the Nightcats 
B.B.King Entertainer of the Year – Taj Mahal 
Best Emerging Artist Album –“ Southern Avenue” by Southern 
Avenue 
Contemporary Blues Album – “TajMo” – Taj Mahal and Keb’ Mo’ 
Contemporary Blues Female Artist – Samantha Fish 
Contemporary Blues Male Artist – Keb’ Mo’ 
Historical Blues Album – “A Legend Never Dies” – Luther 
Allison on Ruf Records  
Instrumentalist – Bass – Michael ‘Mudcat’ Ward 

Instrumentalist – Drums – Tony Braunagel 
Instrumentalist – Guitar – Ronnie Earl 
Instrumentalist – Harmonica – Jason Ricci 
Instrumentalist – Horn - Trombone Shorty 
Instrumentalist – Voice(?) – Beth Hart 
Koko Taylor Traditional Blues Female Artist – Ruthie Foster 
Pinetop Perkins Piano Player – Victor Wainwright 
Blues/Rock Album – “We’re All In This Together” by Walter Trout 
Blues/Rock Artist – Mike Zito 
Blues Song of the Year – “The Blues Ain’t Going Nowhere” 
By Rick Estrin 
Blues/Soul Album – “Robert Cray & Hi Rhythm” by Robert Cray & Hi Rhythm 
Soul/Blues Female Artist – Mavis Staples 
Soul/Blues Male Artist – Curtis Salgado 
Traditional Blues Album – “Right Place, Right Time” by Monster Mike Welch and Mike Ledbetter  
Traditional Blues Male Artist – Rick Estrin 

The list this year is a lovely shock for me as many of the winners here are in my music collection. 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiO1rHftsLcAhWKJcAKHR6qCS0QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://referencerecordings.com/recording/break-the-chain/&psig=AOvVaw3uYTKG9nYuMCkWeAPxeqL2&ust=1532889020815589
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Rick Estrin took over the Nightcats when Little Charlie (Batty) retired and anybody who reads my 
stuff knows Taj Mahal and Keb’ Mo’ are amongst my favourites. Doug MacLeod won an award 
last year and I will have to investigate him along with ‘Southern Avenue ‘ who spent a long time 
high in the American Blues charts. I don’t quite understand why there is an Instrumental category 
for voice but Beth Hart does have a great voice. All in all, a better list of winners than for many 
years but then that is only my view! 

What was my last CD? “While My Guitar Gently Weeps”. I 

found this double CD in a Sue Ryder shop for £1.25. With 36 
tracks, this compilation is from 2002 and contains some 
interesting tracks like “Sweet Dreams” by Roy Buchanan, 
“Big Log” by Robert Plant and “While My Guitar Gently 
Weeps” by the Jeff Healey Band, these and others on it I 
don’t have, but quite a few I do. So, it’s a good collection of 
Blues/pop without getting too heavy. 

What’s on my iPod? ”Give It Up Or Let Me Go” from “Give 

It Up”, the 1972 album by Bonnie Raitt. This four and a half 
minute track doesn’t last long enough. From the twin bottle 
neck (Bonnie and Jack Viertel) guitar opening, this song of 
unrequited love bounds along with a very tight rhythm section. Two or three solos later, one on 
absolutely liquid piano by Lou Terriciano, another by the National steel duo, (Bonnie and Jack) a 
trad jazz group begins to surface with a final rip snorting solo from John Payne on soprano sax 
and the whole thing falls into one of those odd things, a fade which actually finishes. “Play it again 
Sam”. 

Dave Parker 

 
 

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE 
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The Boat That (still) Rocks! 
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SOUL KITCHEN 
THE HOME OF REAL SOUL 

LOST SOUL 

LARRY McARTHUR was one of the founder members 
and lead singer of the soul vocal group The Controllers, 
along with brother Reginald, Lenard Brown and Ricky 
Lewis. This line up remained throughout their entire 
recording career.   

They all hailed from Fairfield, Alabama. Their roots were 
firmly rooted in the church. In the early sixties, while still in 
high school, they formed the gospel group, The Soulful 
Seven.  

In 1965 the guys switched to secular music and formed 
The Epics, which became The Soul Controllers in 1970.  

Early on the group recorded two singles for local labels in nearby Birmingham, Alabama, 'Right 
On' and 'Hate Is The Thing, Rap Is The Peace', which failed to register much interest. 

The group spent the majority of the early seventies paying their dues, never short of work, and 
building a must see reputation. They fixtured around the local club scene, got involved with bassist 
Cleveland Eaton, and hooked up with Frederick Knight ('I've Been Lonely For So Long') for 
various projects. 

In 1976 Knight founded Juana Records, and this gave the, now simply The Controllers, the 
chance to record. A couple of Juana singles made little impact. 

Their debut album followed, IN CONTROL. From the album came the mid tempo bouncer, 'The 
People Want Music', which gave the foursome their first taste of, although modest, chart action, 
which tickled the R&B charts at 82. McArthur’s brilliant vocal prowess was revealed on the next 
single, also from the album, the magnificent deep ballad 'Somebody's Gotta Win, Somebody's 
Gotta Lose', which proved to be their biggest hit, reaching number 8 on the R&B charts. The 
record begins very serenely, then in the traditional deep soul manner gathers tension slowly but 
surely towards the ecstatic end. Without doubt a genuine deep soul classic.      

A further two albums on Juana yielded more hits, including the ballad, 'If Somebody Cares' (R&B 
65), on which once again McArthur's intense vocals are soooo soulful and the deep soul ballad, 
'We Don't' (R&B 43) on which once again McArthur defies logic, as his tormented delivery 
agonizingly tears the lyrics apart during the last two minutes of the song. 

Juana records was disbanded in the early eighties. The group founded, in 1982, their own label 
CMP, and released a version of Marvin Gaye's 'Distant Lover', with little commercial success. In 
1984 they secured a deal with MCA Records, and immediately found the R&B charts again, 
reaching 30, with the melodic mid-ballad, 'Crushed'.  

Further MCA chart placing followed with a sweet soul ballad, being a duet with Valerie DeNece, 
'Just For You' (R&B 85). 'Stay', which was their second biggest chart hit (R&B 12). A second bite 
of the cherry with Gaye's 'Distant Lover', wins out this time (R&B 34). A sax laced sweet soul 
stylish slowie, 'Sleeping Alone', (R&B 24). Their final chart appearance, in 1988, was an 
absolutely beautiful majestic ballad, 'Play Time', (R&B 69), co-written by Sam Dees. 

In 1988 they signed for Capitol Records, which produced one forgettable funky album JUST IN 
TIME.   

Just when we thought The Controllers had hung up their tonsils, in 1997 they reappear on Malaco, 
with an above average album, CLEAR VIEW on which McArthur was still providing his typical 
gravelly interpretations, along with the rest of the group offering their competent vocals. The finger 
clicking title track has long been a SB favourite.      
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A particular non charting favourite of mine is a remake of The Independents’ number one hit, 
'Leaving Me', with Johnny 'Guitar' Watson guesting on guitar, magic.  

The Controllers I can count as one of my favourite all time soul groups. So much soulful output led 
by the gifted McArthur. To my knowledge the group never appeared (live) in the UK, (Maybe up 
North?), apart from the London Heathrow immigration department. They were sent home as they 
had visa problems. I think they were due to play somewhere in soulful Whitechapel, Aug 2009?  

He was born 25th September 1954 and died 19th April 2018. 

LIVE   

THE DRIFTERS - Swan Theatre, Worcester, 8th June. 

When something remotely interesting comes to Worcester grab it. What a revelation this was. 

The Drifters, even though the quartet have no real link to any of the original iconic members, the 
night couldn't have been better, as they belted out such classic hits as, 'Under The Boardwalk', 
'Saturday Night At The Movies' and many more. Each member had their turn to shine, and my 
award goes to the Ben E King, who I must say performed a real soulful rendition of 'I Who Have 
Nothing', which brought a tear to SB’s eyes. 

Apparently this was their first show of a very extensive tour of the UK. So the choreography was a 
bit disjointed, and the backing group lost a few chords here and there, simply teething troubles. 
Nevertheless they had us up in our seats and singing along to every hit, in a 2½ hour show, which 
also featured classic Motown hits. 

I do not know the names of the performers, which would have been in the rip off £10 programme I 
guess. Four very talented gentlemen though. All in all a super night, one of the best for a while.  

A few weeks later Marty Wilde hit town, where he completely destroyed Conway Twitty's 'It’s Only 
Make Believe'. Unforgivable. 

ON THE DECK AND IN THE SLOT  

Suddenly Soulboy found himself in a very dark tunnel, 
surrounded by tombstones and ghouls. All my soul had been 
taken away.... 

Porter Wagoner - The Carrol County Accident (1968 RCA) 

One of those tracks I keep going back to time and time again. A 
deadly car crash reveals a secret extramarital affair in the form of a 
lost wedding ring. True story. 

Pat Hare - I'm Gonna Murder My Baby (1954 Sun) 

The liner notes state that eight years later he did just that. He murdered his 
girlfriend and a policeman. He spent the last 16 years of his life in prison.  

Chet Baker - The Thrill Is Gone (1956 Pacific Jazz) 

Now this is quite a lovely relaxing tune etc, but for Chet the thrill must 
have gone. He jumped out of the widow of the Prins Hendrik hotel in 

Amsterdam. He was no more. A hotel that Jazz Carroll and I have stayed in. 

Six Feet Under - Rest In Pieces (2005 Metal Blade) 

The hearse awaits to drive you to hell... 

Little Johnny Taylor - Part Time Love (1963 Galaxy) 

Written by the brilliant soulster Clay Hammond. 

Unifics - Beginning Of My End (1968 MCA) 

Featuring the great Al Johnson on vocals. 
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Jimmy Cross - I Want My Baby Back (1965 Tollie) 

Leslie Sarony - Ain't It Grand To Be Blooming Well Dead (1932 Imperial)  

John Lee Hooker - Graveyard Blues (1992 Chance) 

Paul Hampton - Two Hour Honeymoon (1960 Dot) 

Ferlin Husky - Drunken Driver (1954 Capitol) 

Son House - Death Letter Blues  (1965 Columbia) 

George Jones/Gene Pitney - Wreck On The Highway (1965 Musicor) 

Bobby Bland - Saint James Infirmary (1961 Duke) 

Blue Smitty - Sad Story (1952 Chess) 

Bobby Bare - Marie Laveau (1974 RCA) 

Bobby Goldsboro - Honey (1968 UA) 

Bessie Mae Smith - My Daddy’s Coffin Blues (1928 Paramount)  

Johnny Cash - Delia's Gone (1995 American) 

Blind Willie McTell - Dying Crapshooters Blues (1940 Document) 

Bobby (Boris) Pickett - Me & My Mummy (1973 London) 

Screamin' Jay Hawkins - I Hear Voices (1965 Sue) 

R.E.M - Losing My Religion (1991 WB) 

Phew that was scary. 

After that ghoulish experience thankfully I've got my soul back. What better way to clear the devils 
than with the greatest record of all time. 

GENE CHANDLER -  Nothing Can Stop Me (Stateside/Constellation 1965). 

Familiar to everyone. I get withdrawal symptoms if I don't play this amazing piece of soul regularly. 
Written by Curtis Mayfield, a classic sixties soul record I simply never tire of. Brilliant. 

LAMONT DOZIER - Dearest One/Fortune Teller (Tell Me) (Mel-o-dy 1962) 

It was disappointing that Lamont postponed his recent visit to the UK. He is now scheduled for 
February 2019. Maybe. 

Prior to his solitary release on the short lived Motown subsidiary Mel-o-dy, Dozier originally 
recorded as a solo act for Anna, under the name of Lamont Anthony. 

'Dearest One' is a good mid-tempo number, which deals with a soldier hoping his girl will be true 
to him while his away on service. It’s very similar in style to Marvin Gaye's 'Soldier's Plea'. The B 
side is a reasonable standard mid-tempo item, with Lamont trying to find out if a girl he is attracted 
to will ever want him.  

Lamont would not appear to have recorded again, until the Holland's collaborations on Invictus 
some ten years later. 

RECENT RELEASES 

JOHNNY RAWLS - WAITING FOR A TRAIN (Catfish)  

Rain Keep Falling ('Till I'm Free) - Las Vegas - Waiting For The Train - I'm In Love - California 
Shake - Blackjack Was A Gambler - I Shall Be Released - Turning Point - We Did It - Stay With 
Me.  

Johnny Rawls, is in my opinion, one of the last great soul/blues singers who is still churning out 
excellent material. Mr Rawls is highly rated in the soul kitchen, where his recordings are eagerly 
snapped up. This latest offering, an absorbing gem, is the follow up to the award winning, TIGER 
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IN A CAGE, which maintains his high standard, that equally mixes old skool soul traditions with 
more mainstream influences. 

Backed by the studio band the Rays the album 
comprises of ten tracks, six being new songs, all but 
one penned by Rawls and his regular collaborator and 
bass player, Bob Trenchard. The pounding opener, 
'Rain Keep Falling (Til I'm Free)', is driven along by 
drum and horns. The one new song lacking Rawls 
writing input is 'Las Vegas', this time Trenchard’s 
writing partner is soul/blues singer/guitarist James 
Armstrong. It’s a bouncy, upbeat item with subtly 
religious lyrical undertones. The title track ‘Waiting For 
The Train' is a gloriously moody piece. The horns 
return on the funky dance item, 'California Shake'. The 
mid-paced 'Blackjack Was A Gambler', is a cautionary 
tale of playing around. 'Stay With Me' is a relaxed 
offering just below boiling, which finds our man at his 
most contemporary styling, ably assisted by his 

backing ladies, Janelle Thompson and Shakara Weston. 

The remaining tracks Rawls soul mines; Bobby Womack’s 'I'm In Love', a hit for Wilson Pickett, 
gets a nice rolling treatment, taken just a tad faster than Pickett’s offering, supported by the 
femme vocals, and allowing for a short personalised spoken break midway. Bob Dylan’s 'I Shall 
Be Released' gave Freddie Scott an R&B hit (40) in 1970. Rawls’ approach is more relaxed and 
set atop nicely flowing band work, femme vocals and particularly effective piano. The remaining 
cover, being a Tyrone Davis hit, 'Turning Point' is basically a straight cover of the original. Finally 
Syl Johnson’s ‘We Did It', is an appropriately joyous vibrant chunky slice of nostalgia. 

He is apparently touring Europe later this year. Perhaps our great leader Mr Woods will nab him 
for a Spice Of Life special. As far as I know his only London gig was with Dietra Farr at the 100 
club 14/4/98 when he was connected to JSP records. 

ARTHUR ALEXANDER  -  ARTHUR ALEXANDER (0mnivore) 

I’m Comin’ Home - It Hurts To Want It So Bad - Go 
On Home Girl - In The Middle Of It All - Burning 
Love - Rainbow Road - Love’s Where Life Begins -  
Down The Back Roads - Call Me Honey - Come 
Along With Me - Call Me In Tahiti - Thank God He 
Came - Mr John - You Got Me Knockin’ - Lover 
Please - They’ll Do It Every Time - I Don’t Want 
Nobody - Simple Song Of Love 

Arthur Alexander's classic 1972 album is now on 
CD in its entirety for the first time, and also 
includes four non LP single tracks and two 
previously unissued outtakes from the same 
sessions. 

Alabama-born singer/songwriter Arthur Alexander, 
carried all the staples of Memphis R&B that 
married country and southern soul music. 

His career took off in 1962, when he cut 'You 
Better Move On', with Rick Hall at the controls. It was Muscle Shoals’ first hit. However, Hall 
somehow managed to lose his contract, and Alexander was whisked off to Nashville and Dot 
records, securing a nationwide pop hit, though not R&B. What followed saw some of the greatest 
country soul records ever recorded, including 'Where Have You Been', 'Anna (Go To Him)', 'Go 
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On Home', and one of my favourites being a great cover in 1965 of Lowell Folsom's ‘Black Nights'. 
The flip 'Ole John Amos' is also notable. Alexander didn't go unnoticed in the UK by numerous 
pop groups as most of his songs became better known by other artists, with very little credit given 
to Arthur. By the mid-sixties the hits had dried up and Arthur was dropped by Dot in 1965. 

He went onto record a handful of Southern Soul masterpieces for Sound Stage 7 and Monument 
between 1966 to 1969, which generated little interest, except to deep soul collectors.  

In 1971 Warner Bros signed him, resulting in this comeback album, simply self-titled ARTHUR 
ALEXANDER which is a resurrected lost classic country soul album. 

WB paired him with producer Tommy Cogbill for sessions in Nashville, resulting in an eponymous 
album covering the first dozen tracks listed above, plus the six bonus tracks, two of which appear 
for the first time ever. 

The original album contained a number of revisits; 'Go On Home Girl' from Dot in 1963, 'In The 
Middle Of It All' had earlier versions on both Dot and Sound Stage 7, and 'Love’s Where Life 
Begins’ was also first bowed on SS7. A number of southern soulsters have recorded 'Rainbow 
Road', but Donnie Fritts and Dan Penn wrote the song for Arthur, while Dennis Linde’s 'Burning 
Love' was Alexander’s song before the quickly-covered hit version by Elvis Presley. Three other 
Linde compositions adorn the set, the deliciously infectious 'Call Me In Tahiti', 'I’m Comin’ Home', 
and an almost honky tonk style storming brass fuelled beater, with 'Call Me Honey'. Elsewhere, 'It 
Hurts To Want It So Bad' is a gentle country-styled toe-tapper, the Steve Cropper co-penned 
'Down The Back Roads’ features a castanet in the instrumental support. There are two Donnie 
Fritts/Alexander compositions in the swinging 'Come Along With Me', and the deeper, choir-
supported gospel outing, 'Thank God He Came'.  

Well that's the original album, which was always an exceptional must have album in its own right. 
But we have more. The bonus additions include the a/b sides to two non-album 45s. The strong 
story line, atmospheric 'Mr. John', a somewhat rambling, piano-supported 'You Got Me Knockin', a 
rolling revival of Clyde McPhatter’s 'Lover Please' and a mid-pacer with vocal support, 'They’ll Do 
It Every Time'. Rounding off this marvellous set, we have the razzmatazz of 'Simple Song Of 
Love', while 'I Don’t Want Nobody' was left in the can until now. 

There is not a dud track here that does not demand an instant replay.  

In 1976 Alexander flirted with Buddah, and in 1977 Music Hill Records, with 'Hound Dogs Man 
Gone Home'. Sadly like his Warner Brother's, none of them charted. 

Disillusioned by the music business, in the late seventies he left it all behind. Following a period of 
addictions and alcohol abuse, he turned to the church, where he became a junior deacon, also 
holding down a job as a community bus driver. 

In 1993 his second and final comeback was the brilliant album LONELY JUST LIKE ME, on 
American Explorer, which was mainly a re-working of his exceptional back catalogue, but still 
showing his huge soul talent was still intact. Sadly he died shortly after its release. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remember you're in safe soul hands with.... 

    SOULBOY  

Keep on keeping on 
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Porretta Soul Festival 2018 

Once again I'm back in the usually sleepy Italian spa town of Porretta Terme for the annual soul 
festival, which never fails to attract great soul acts. This time Alan Lloyd and I visited Siena on the 
way, along with San Gimignano, with its many medieval towers, and a stay with my friend Nick 
Tancock in Bologna. The weather is hot so far and the music looks pretty hot too. There are plenty 
of Woodies and friends of Woodies here, including Dave Carroll, Rod Jolliffe, Dave and Julie 
Thomas, Boston music fan Noah Shaffer, Garth Cartwright, Dickie Tapp, Dave Williams, John and 
Mo Marriott, Stuart Heap and quite a few others. 

The first evening always features Italian bands and the 
first of these, a seven piece outfit called Groove City were 
pretty good. They were here three years ago but this time 
they featured a different female singer by the name of 
Daria Biancardi. She is very popular with the locals and I 
can understand why as she possesses a powerful voice 
and a good stage act. She began with 'Love The One 
You're With' and other songs included 'Damn Your Eyes', 
'Spirit In The Dark' and a lively version of 'Son Of A 
Preacher Man'. She 
was loud but 

effective. After a duet with regular MC Rick Hutton, she 
gave way to piano player Mitch Woods, who has recently 
recorded an album with Van Morrison, Taj Mahal and 
others. His set comprised jump blues and boogie woogie 
numbers, including 'Solid Gold Cadillac', 'Down Boy Down', 
the Professor Longhair styled 'Mojo Mambo' and 'Boogie 
Woogie Barbecue'. A solid set and a good way to kick off 
the festival. The second act, the JBees, turned out to be a 
glitzy disco act and didn't appeal, but the best of this superb 
festival is yet to come.  

Porretta Soul Festival's reputation as the world's best of its kind was borne out by a wonderful 
night of great music on Friday. Things got off to a slow start with a blues set by guitarist Chris Cain 
and the Luca Giordano Band plus Sax Gordon. Chris was fine on numbers such as ‘Movin' Back 
To Memphis’ and B B King's ‘Sweet 16’, but it wasn't soul and that's what we had come to hear. 

When the Anthony Paule Band took to the stage things moved to a higher level. ‘Soul Finger’ was 
followed by a good vocal number by Sax Gordon and two by 
backing singer Larry Batiste, a big man in a hat, including Al 
Green's ‘Let's Stay Together’. Then the first of five excellent 
soul acts took to the stage, Detroit based Booker Brown. 
Despite his origins he is very much a southern soul guy, with 
a voice reminiscent of Bobby Womack and an excellent 
stage act. Wearing a naval cap, his wardrobe began with a 
white jacket, reducing to a black and gold waistcoat before 
stripping to his shirt. Numbers included ‘Love Is Blind But 
The Neighbors Aren't’, Bobby Bland's ‘I Take Good Care Of 
You’, ‘Never Too Much’ and the up tempo ‘Stirr It Up’. Next 

Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles 

from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip 

over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick. 

 

ADDITIONAL 

http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/
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up was Missy Andersen, a slim young lady in a leopard print dress, who began a little uncertainly 
with O V Wright's ‘Ace Of Spades’. She grew in confidence with ‘Stand By Me’, ‘Tell Mama’, a 
good version of ‘It's Alright’, ‘What Kind Of Man’, and ‘If You Loved Me Like You Said’ before 
finishing with ‘Higher And Higher’. 

After a break the music went up a further gear with the 
superlative Wee Willie Walker, a diminutive deep soul man 
who first recorded for Goldwax in the sixties. He held the 
audience spellbound with ‘I Ain't Gonna Cheat On You No 
More’, ‘Second Chance’, the Goldwax track ‘There Goes My 
Used To Be’ and ‘Hate Take A Holiday’. ‘After A While’ and ‘If 

Only’, from his latest album, 
were intense and beautiful, as 
was Mable John's ‘Your Good 
Thing Is About To End’ and  
‘Look What You've Done To Me’. A great act, which was followed 
by the now familiar acrobatics of drummer D'Mar (Derrick Martin), 
who leaped over his drum kit and rampaged around the audience 
playing anything he could lay his drum sticks on. 

 The mood changed instantly with the arrival on stage of Oakland 
based Terrie Odabi, w ho sang ‘Wade In The Water’ very quietly at 
first, before building to a dramatic climax. Terrie was one of the hits of 
last year's festival despite not being listed to appear, and this time she 
showed just how good she really is. Her set ranged from the jazzy 
‘Live My Life’ to Denise Lasalle's raunchy ‘Man Sized Job’, a brilliant 
and dramatic version of ‘You're Gonna Make Me Cry’, the social 
comment of ‘Gentrification Blues’ and Ben E King's ‘Don't Play That 
Song’. This was a super set, confirming Terrie as a great soul singer. 

The final act of the evening 
was John Ellison, formerly of 
the Soul Brothers Six. I 
thought he might have peaked 
too soon by opening with his 
two biggest hits, ‘Some Kind Of Wonderful’ and ‘I  Want 
To Thank You Baby’, but I was wrong as the rest of his 
set was excellent and varied. He is a tall man with a high 
voice who strides across the stage, initially wearing a 
cloak, dark glasses and a black head band, and he 
certainly pleased the audience with ‘I'll Be Loving You’, 
the dramatic ‘What Can You Do When You Ain't Got 

Nobody’, the disco flavoured ‘Love Line’ (involving audience members forming lines on stage), the 
love song ‘Simply I Love You’, ‘It's Your Lips’ and finally ‘If I Had Just One Wish’. A great end to a 
wonderful evening and there's still more great artists to come. 

 Saturday night is always a full house at Porretta and last 
night's show was no exception. It was an evening that 
began brilliantly, stalled in the middle and took off again 
towards the end. The brilliance came courtesy of Don 
Bryant, backed by the Bo-Keys, who gave a masterclass 
in high class soul singing. Don's voice remains in superb 
condition and it was pure delight listening to numbers such 
as ‘Nickel and a Nail’, ‘Something About You’, ‘How Do I 
Get There’ and ‘One Ain't Enough and Two's Too Many’. 
Don's was the uncredited voice on Willie Mitchell's 
‘Everything's Gonna Be Alright’ and ‘That Driving Beat’ and 
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the Bo-keys, led expertly by Scott Bomar, let rip on both. Other excellent numbers included ‘Am I 
Wasting My Time’, ‘I Die A Little Each Day’ and ‘What Kind Of Love Is This’ and Don finished with 
‘Don't Turn Your Back On Me’, from his recent album, and, of course, his wife Ann Peebles’ big hit 
‘I Can't Stand The Rain’. A great set, very nearly up to the standard of the show at Ronnie Scott's 
last year. 

The Anthony Paule band took the stage for the rest of the 
show and things started to go flat, although through no 
fault of their own. Mitch Woods' piano spot, including 
‘House Of Blue Lights’, didn't quite take off and numbers 
by Sax Gordon and backing singer Sandy Griffith took up 
valuable time, good though they were. An unannounced 
number by guitarist Alvon Johnson (‘Let's Straighten It 
Out’), including a tour of the audience, seemed 
superfluous as well, although he looked the part. Percy 
Wiggins appeared next, dressed entirely in white, 
including hat, shoes and, rather bizarrely, gloves. This was 
his third visit to Porretta and although his voice is good, his 
stage act is less so. Eight extended numbers, including 
‘Look What I've Done To My Baby’, ‘Book Of Memories’, ‘Never Gonna Find Me A Girl’, ‘Bring It 
On Home To Me’ and ‘Love And Happiness’, was too many. Brother Spencer then came to the 
stage, accompanied by Wee Willie Walker, and the three of them sang ‘I Need A Lot Of Loving 
Every Day’. Spencer looked decidedly frail but his voice remained pretty strong on ‘Lonely Man’, 
‘Uptight Good Woman’ (with the customary five false endings), ‘What Do You Think About My 
Baby’ and ‘Double Loving’. 

Next up was Swamp Dogg and we expected great 
things but it was not to be. He seemed a little off the 
pace on his slightly surreal material, including 
‘Synthetic World’, ‘Total Destruction Of Your Mind’, 
‘Lover Man’ and ‘Mama's Baby - Daddy's Maybe’. He 
ended his set with ‘Gotta Get A Message To You’, with 
much hand shaking in the audience, but seemed 
surprised when MC Rick Hutton pulled him off. 'Have I 
gone past my time?' he asked. The answer, it seemed, 
was yes. The show livened up with the next act, a 
dynamic young southern 
soul singer called Lacee 

from Memphis. Wearing a sparkly cat suit, she came across well on 
‘Juke Joint Jump’, ‘Dr Feelgood’, one of her self-composed songs and 
‘Try A Little Tenderness’. I would like to see her in a down home juke 
joint in the south some time. The final act of a very long night was 
Ernie Johnson, another singer in the southern soul mould, who wore 
an outrageous bright red suit and cap. He was full of life and excellent 
on numbers such as ‘Bad Case Of Nothing But The Blues’, ‘If My Love 
Can't Make You Stay Move Along’, ‘You're Gonna Miss Me’, ‘Party 
Time’ and finally Otis's ‘Dreams To Remember’. Overall, it was an 
uneven night, made special by Don Bryant and, to an extent, the final 
two acts. A night to remember none the less, if only for its post 2.30 
finish. 

Sunday at Porretta always features a revue of most of the acts taking part and this year was no 
exception. But first I went to a screening of a documentary film called ‘A Soul Journey’, by Marco 
Della Fonte, which told the story of the festival from its inception over 30 years ago, when 
Graziano Uliani. the man who has masterminded it ever since, invited Solomon Burke to Porretta. 
There were interviews with Graziano and long-time MC Rick Hutton, and with some of the stars of 
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recent years, including Sugar Pie DeSanto, Toni Green, Otis Clay and David Hudson, along with 
footage from down the years, not forgetting Solomon and, of course, Rufus Thomas, after whom 
the auditorium is named. A fascinating film and a fitting tribute to Graziano's superb efforts. 

Sunday night itself was very disciplined, with each artist 
limited to two songs each. Don Bryant and the Bo-Keys had 
gone by this time, but everyone else took part, the highlights 
being John Ellison, wearing what looked like purple leopard 
print pyjamas. a duet by Wee Willie Walker and Terrie 
Odabi on ‘Lovey Dovey’, more excellent soul from Terrie 
(including Nine Simone's ‘Funkier Than A Mosquito's 
Tweeter’), Booker Brown, Lacee, Ernie Johnson. Missy 
Andersen and Wee Willie Walker. There was a rather 
poignant and sad moment when Spencer Wiggins was 

brought to the stage and stood side on to the audience, apparently unaware which way to face. It 
took Wee Willie to come on and point him in the right direction. Brother Percy also sang a couple 
of numbers, as did Swamp Dogg. Also, bizarrely, a Japanese singer whose name I didn't catch. 
Finally all the artists came on stage for a group version of ‘Bring It On Home To Me’. 

This year Alan and I stayed an extra 
day for a free concert on Monday night 
in the small town of Vergato, a few 
miles north of Porretta. Many of the acts 
performed in a piazza in the centre of 
town and there were some new 
numbers on show, including ‘Make Me 
Yours’ and ‘Precious Precious’ by the 
excellent Lacee, plus more blistering 
soul from Ernie Johnson. Mitch Woods 
did a couple of numbers and there was 
one each from Sax Gordon, Sandy 
Griffith, Larry Batiste and Alvon 
Johnson. Missy Andersen sang a 
couple of songs, as did Percy Wiggins, 
who sang brother Spencer's ‘Lonely 
Man’ as something of a tribute, I guess, 

as Spencer did not appear. Wee Willie Walker did four numbers before D'Mar took charge, leaping 
over his drum kit, drumming on the stage supports and leading the horn section in a second line 
around the audience. It was a joyous end to what has been another exceptional festival. Thank 
you Mr Uliani! And Anthony Paule for leading such a first rate band and backing the singers so 
brilliantly. 

Nick Cobban 

             

Nick with… Missy Anderson            Percy Wiggins, Ernie Johnson                     Alvon Johnson 

                                                                and Spencer Wiggins    
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One week at my Creative Writing class the theme given to write an essay on was 'rivals'. 
This is what I wrote and read out to the group: 

There was a lot of rivalry between the original American Rock’n’Roll 
stars, though much of it was just for the benefit of the media and fans. 
At least five of them laid claim to the title 'King of Rock'n'Roll'. There 
was the one who first made it a world-wide phenomenon, Bill Haley, 
the widely proclaimed 'King' Elvis Presley, Little Richard, Chuck Berry 
and Jerry Lee Lewis. Iconic leather-clad Gene Vincent was a sixth 
contender for the title, but he had less hits than the others. There were 
also variations such as Haley being called the 'Father of Rock'n'Roll' 
and Berry 'The Poet of Rock'n'Roll', while Little Richard often 
described himself as 'The Architect of Rock'n'Roll'. Jerry Lee Lewis 

was content with 'The Killer' pseudonym, not inappropriate as he once 
shot his bass-player, who survived, and two of his wives died in 
mysterious circumstances. What he did help to kill was Rock’n’Roll itself 
in its original format. His disastrous tour of the UK in 1958 was cut short 
when it was discovered he was accompanied by his third wife and cousin 
who he had bigamously married when she was just 13. A subsequent 
UK package tour of American Rock’n’Roll stars promoted by the man 
who christened the music, American DJ Alan Freed, was cancelled 
following the scandal caused by the Lewis tour.  

At the 1972 London Rock'n'Roll Show held in Wembley Stadium some 
of the rivalry between the American headliners was captured on film. 
Jerry Lee Lewis proclaimed he is the King, and Little Richard 
commented that Lewis was the 'King of Stupidity' and not fit to wear the 
shoes Richard threw into the audience. Lewis came back by pointing 
out that his latest recording 'Chantilly Lace' was riding high in the 
Country and Pop charts, and commented that he had not seen any hits 
by Little Richard lately. Bill Haley rather incongruously said that they are 
all a brotherhood and would help each other out if needed. Bo Diddley 
and Chuck Berry kept out of this banter altogether. 

The biggest rivalry was probably between Jerry Lee Lewis and Elvis Presley. At one point Jerry 
Lee was poised to take over from Presley as the undisputed King of Rock'n'Roll. Lewis had two 
massive hits under his belt, with two more on the way, when Elvis, just recruited into the United 
States Army, told Jerry tearfully to 'take it, just take it' meaning the crown or title of King. Jerry of 
course blew it by taking his child-bride to England that year whereupon all his records were 
banned from airplay for years. Jerry is never slow to remark at least he married the girl (he fails to 
mention bigamously), while Elvis was secretly dating 14-year old Priscilla. Elvis felt bad about that, 
and sorry for Jerry. 

Colonel Tom Parker was Elvis' big advantage over Lewis, apart from 
Presley's good looks of course. Elvis was manageable, Jerry Lee never 
was. However as  Rock’n’Roll was symbolic of teenage revolt, Jerry Lee 
fitted the role of original Bad Boy rebel, while Elvis pursued an all-
American goody-goody image by meekly allowing his locks and sideburns 
to be shaved off and serving in the Army. As producer Jack Good 
remarked, in his battle as a rebel against the Establishment Elvis clearly 
lost. Jerry Lee wriggled out of the draft because of his criminal record. 
Forever the positively dangerous rebel, no army commander in his right 
mind would give a loaded rifle to Lewis and then try to give him orders. 
Nobody told The Killer what to do.  
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In a Lewis recording of International Hotel, Las Vegas shows he says 
that Elvis and Tom Jones were not even fit to shine his boots. At this 
venue Jerry actually told Elvis face-to-face that he did not know what he 
was doing and was just Colonel Parker's puppet, to which Elvis replied 
if he was so dumb and Lewis was so smart how was it Elvis was playing 
the main room and Lewis the lounge. 

In one interview Jerry Lee says Elvis never stuck with Rock’n’Roll and 
started singing like Frank Sinatra. The fact that Lewis himself only got 
back in the charts again ten years after the 1958 scandal by recording 
mainly maudlin Country songs was apparently not thought relevant. 

Jerry Lee when drunk or stoned could be quite offensive about his former 
fellow Sun Recording artists. He once said that Johnny Cash could not sing, 
and Roy Orbison was the ugliest son-of-a-bitch that ever walked the Earth. 
Orbison, on the other hand, described Lewis as a 'Southern gentleman'. Jerry 
never thought much of The Beatles till John Lennon came in his dressing-
room one day and kissed his boots, then he had nothing but praise for them, 
saying they cut down the flock of Bobbies like wheat before the sickle. The 
'flock of Bobbies' was a reference to the watered-down, squeaky clean pop 
music which followed the original Rock’n’Roll performed by good-looking guys 
like Bobby Vee, Bobby Vinton, Frankie Avalon, Fabian, and so on.  

Little Richard actually recorded a song called 'King of Rock'n'Roll' with voices proclaiming at the 
beginning of the track 'King Richard is back, Long Live The King!' Richard then boasts of being the 
King of Rock'n'Roll over the likes of Elvis Presley, Three Dog Night, Ike and Tina Turner,  
conceding Aretha  Franklin was the Queen of Soul, but asking 'who wants to be the Queen when 
you're the King of Rock'n'Roll?' 

My own view is that Haley was the man, with his band The Comets, who took black 
Rhythm'n'Blues music, cleaned it up and presented it to the world in what became known as 
Rock’n’Roll, so he can truly be described  as the father of the music. Berry was undoubtedly the 
poet of Rock'n'Roll writing and recording an anthology of American teenage life in the 1950s and 
early 1960s. Little Richard and Jerry Lee were two of the wildest performers on stage, Richard co-
writing some of his material with Robert 'Bumps' Blackwell. Lewis and Presley wrote virtually 
nothing. Lewis' talent was in interpreting other people's songs in his own unique style. Presley 
could only claim the title King of Rock'n'Roll for a very short time, up to his drafting into the U.S. 
Army in 1958. After that he deserved the title King of Pop, later claimed by Michael Jackson, but 
Elvis never recorded much more real Rock’n’Roll, unlike Berry, Richard, Lewis and Haley who did, 
though with very limited pop chart success after the 1960s. 

Some stories of the rivalry between Lewis and his fellow originators are false or misinterpreted. He 
never set fire to his piano to stop Chuck Berry following him on stage as in the 'Great Balls of Fire' 
biopic. Shortly before Elvis died a drunken Lewis did crash his car into the gates of Graceland with 
a revolver on the dashboard, but he claims he was invited by Presley and the gun had just been 
given him as a present. However when the security guard asked if he had come to kill Elvis, Jerry 
Lee sarcastically said: 'Yeah, sure!' 

When Elvis did die a few months later, Jerry reportedly remarked 'another one out of the way!' He 
maintains, however, that he was friends with Presley and wished he had taken the trouble to visit 
him more often, presumably when not drunk and unfit to drive. He talks sympathetically of how 
Elvis isolated himself surrounded by yes-men and never met ordinary people and fans. 
Surprisingly, due to his medical history, abuse of drugs and alcohol, Jerry Lee is the only one of 
the original five or six contenders for the title 'King of Rock'n'Roll' mentioned in this piece who is 
still alive and performing shows. That is why he was described in his 2006 best-selling album ever 
as 'The Last Man Standing'.  

Tony Papard  
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Corrections to the series on Ace Records 

For those that own any of these CDs this is a vital list to enable you to correct errors in the track 
listings. Our grateful thanks go to Bill Millar for his industry in researching and correcting these 

mistakes. 
 
Vol 2 (track 27): Wiley Jeffers is better known as Wally Jeffery (see Vols 5 and 13 below). 

Vol 3 (track 3) isn't 'Charles Sheffield'. Discographies list an alternative 
take of 'Give It Up' by Vince Monroe (Excello 2089) but Bruce Bastin 
attributes the vocal to orchestra leader Ernie Holland (FLY LP 601). 
Either way, it's not Charles Sheffield. 

Vol 3 (track 18) isn't 'Jimmy Anderson'. It's "Blues Boy Dorsey" (FLY 
CD 51), a name invented by producer J.D.Miller who didn't like the idea 
of reissuing a record by an anonymous artist. 

Vol 3 (track 27) isn't 'Mad Dog Sheffield'. It's an alternative take of 
'Pretty Little Dollie' by Clarence Garlow (Goldband LP GCL 112). The 
original single was reissued on 'Bayou Blues Blasters' (Ace CDCHD 

427). 

Vol 4 (track 6) isn't 'Lightnin' Slim'. It's Schoolboy Cleve (see FLY LP 524). Lightnin' Slim's 'I'm 
Him' is a different song altogether. It was issued on 'It's Mighty Crazy' (Ace CD CHD587). 

Vol 4 (track 28) 'Johnny Sonnier' appears to be an invention. Bruce Bastin (notes to FLY LP601) 
attributes the narrator of this talking blues to black singer Eddie Hudson. (See also Vols 6 and 14 
below). 

Vol 5 (track 2) is an alternative take of Wally Jeffery's 'Oh Yeah' (Do-Ra-Me 1402). The single was 
reissued on 'El Primitivo American Rock'n'Roll & Rockabilly' (Ace CD CHD 473) and on many 
other compilations. 

Vol 6 (track 2): Jay Nelson's 'Silly Filly. Oh Baby' was previously 
reissued as 'Silly Dilly' on 'Louisiana Rockers' (Ace CDCHD 491). 

Vol 6 (track 8): 'Johnny Sonnier' appears to be a pseudonym for an 
unidentified singer. He's probably black though anyone who's heard 
Warren Storm's deep soul ballads (e.g. 'Tennessee Waltz' on 'South 
Texas Rhythm'n'Soul Revue': Kent CD KEND390) will know that 
presumptions are unwise. 

Vol 6 (track 9) isn't 'King Karl'. It's Mr Mojo (FLY CD50). See also Vol 
15 below. 

Vol 6 (track 12) isn't 'Leroy Washington'. It's Lonesome Sundown's alternative take of his Excello 
single 'Learn To Treat Me Better' (FLY LP617 and FLY CD16). 
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Vol 6 (track 21) isn't 'Boogie Children' by 'Charles Sheffield'. It's 'Hoodoo Party' by Tabby Thomas, 
(Excello 2212) reissued on 'Authentic Excello R & B (Ace CD CHD492). 

Vol 7. There isn't the space to correct all the errors in the 'Bayou' liner notes but the first 
contextual reference to 'swamp pop' appeared in 'Record Mirror' ('Swamp Pop - Music From Cajun 
Country', June 12, 1971). I cleave to the view that 'swamp pop' describes slow, melancholic 
ballads peculiar to South Louisiana - East Texas (as opposed to generic Rock’n’Roll from the 
same region) . The compiler disagrees ("Now Dig This" #383 refers). 

Vol 8 (track 6) isn't 'Slim Harpo'. I think it's Lonesome Sundown (see 
track 4 on the same CD). 

Vol 8 (track 18) isn't 'Clarence Garlow'. It's a version of Lonesome 
Sundown's 'Leave My Money Alone' with Garlow's band and it was 
issued as 'It Ain't Right' on 'Bayou Blues Blasters' (Ace CD CHD427). 

Vol 8 (tracks 12 & 20) are not 'Mad Dog Sheffield'. 'I Love You So' (aka 
'I Love Her So' and 'Nothing Can Keep My Love From You' (correct 
title is 'If I Don't See You') are by Al Smith and they were issued on 
'Goin' Down To Louisiana' (Ace CD CHD 821). 

Vol 9 (track 4) isn't 'Unknown'. It's Clint West's 'Lover Blues' (Jin 107) 
reissued on 'The Early Jin Singles: Southland Rock'n'Roll (Ace CD 
CHD878). 

Vol 9 (track 23) isn't 'Unknown'. The compiler subsequently identified 
Joe Carl. 

Vol 10 (track 15) Original copies, since corrected, listed Eddie 
Williams's 'Ain't Nothing Shakin; (But Leaves On The Tree') when the 
CD contained 'Roll, Roll, Roll' by Guitar Junior (Goldband 1068). 

Vol 12 includes Nashville recordings by the Hi-Fis whose story  
(absent here) is told in 'Juke Blues' (#58). The CD notes refer to the Hi-

Fi's manager as Bill 'The Horseman' Allen, better known as 'Hoss' or, sometimes, 'The Hossman’. 
In 1992 the well-known WLAC disc jockey told John Broven how he came by his nickname. Allen's 
grandfather, a retired army officer, used to call his grandson his hoss'n'saddle' which local children 
abbreviated. Following army service, Allen attended Vanderbilt University where he copied an 
army pal's habit of calling everyone 'Hoss'; the nickname stuck when it was reciprocated by his 
fellow students. Opal Louis Nations' minutely detailed interview with Henry Clement (FLY CD52) is 
also ignored. Credit where it's due. 

Vol 13. The track listing finally acknowledges that Wiley Jeffers was 
also called Wally Jeffrey (sic) but the surname is spelt Jeffery on the 
singer's solitary Do-Ra-Me single and BMI registered Walter W.Jeffery 
as co- writer of 'Oh Yeah'. The record label states "Produced by 
Murray Nash" who ordinarily used his own Nashville studio but the 
notes refer to a dispute as to whether Jeffery recorded in Nashville as 
(indicated on Ace CD CHD473) or Crowley, Louisiana or both. It's a 
fascinating and nuanced story but 'Breathless' Dan's auction list of 
August 1972 described 'Oh Yeah' as a "hot guitar/vocal rocker. 
Louisiana recorded" and I pause only to observe that the shrewd old 

bugger usually knew his stuff. Jeffery came from Plaquemine, a suburb of Baton Rouge, and sang 
his Do-Ra-Me sides at the local Montel-Sinac Club on a bill which included Slim Harpo and John 
Fred (see 'American Music', #143). 

Vol 13 (track 28). John Fred's 'Shirley' is not a different take to the single (Montel 1002) . It's the 
same take speeded up with overdubbed instruments. It was reissued in 1968 following Fred's 
success with 'Judy In Disguise'. 
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Vol 14 (track 15) isn't Elton Anderson. It's Ashton Savoy's 'Want To 
Talk To You Baby', previously issued in the UK on 'Bluescene USA: 
The Louisiana Blues' (Storyville SLP 177) and reissued on 'Goin' Down 
To Louisiana' (Ace CD CHD821) . Anderson, a Rock’n’Roll and swamp 
pop singer/guitarist, has not recorded downhome blues with harmonica 
as a glance at 'The Blues Discography' would have confirmed. 

Vol 14 (track 25) doesn't sound like Ashton Savoy or Elton Anderson 
(who is shown as composer). It's a tough, Chicago-styled blues (think 
Junior Wells minus harp) which lacks Anderson's warm, soulful tone 
and normally immaculate diction. 

Vol 14 (track 26). 'Johnny Sonnier' is surely a pseudonym. Johnnie Allan's 'Memories: A Pictorial 
History Of South Louisiana Music' (Jadfel Publishing, 1988) lists eleven white Cajun musicians 
named 'Sonnier' but no black musicians with that surname. But then, as before (Vol 6, track 8), 
this is deracialized swamp pop and not blues. 

Vol 15 (track 11) isn't 'Crowley Stroll'. It's the extended version of 
Classie Ballou's 'Confusion', previously available on 'Too Hot To 
Handle' (FLY 570) The original single (Nasco 6000) was previously 
reissued on 'Located In The Record Center Of The South' (Ace CD 
CHD686). 

Vol 15 (track 16). The notes describe Lester Robertson's 'Ooh My 
Dear' (My Girl Across Town)' as a previously unissued track from a 
J.D.Miller session. It was previously issued on 'Louisiana R&B' (FLY 
CD42) and 'Louisiana Swamp Pop' (FLY 532). 

Vol 15 (track 24). This track is not previously unissued; see 'Ford V-8' as by Honey Boy Allen (on 
FLY CD42) and 'Rock Me All Night Long' (FLY 606). 

Vol 15 (track 25). Mr Mojo's country blues, 'I Won't Be Here Long' is not, as claimed, a previously 
unissued title. It was on 'Leroy Washington' (FLY CD50) and also included on Vol 6 as by 'King 
Karl' so the 'Bayou' series contains the same track twice. 

Vol 16 (track 15) isn't 'Trio Boogie' by 'Jay Nanules'; it's 'Boogie Woogie Tout Le Temps' by 
Frenchie Martin and Eddie Shuler's Reveliers, previously issued on 'Hillbilly Stomp' (Goldband LP 
CCL 108). John Broven adds that the overdubbed bass guitar is present on both releases, 
damped down on Goldband but too high in the mix on Ace. 

Vol 17 (track 4) is not 'Jailhouse Blues' credited to 'Smith-Williams' on Warren Storm's Zynn 
single; it's 'In The Jailhouse Now', a song popularised by Jimmie Rodgers in 1928, but originally a 
19th century vaudeville song with a number of black antecedents. 

Vol 17 (track 27) is not the Chuck Willis song. Despite the title ('It's Too Late') the lyrics are 
different (see Eric Dunsdon's review in 'Now Dig This' #413). 

Vol 18 (track 11) ('Still In Love With You') and track 21 ('If I Don't See 
You') are different takes of the same song by Al Smith. A previously 
unissued take of 'If I Don't See You' was included on 'Bayou', Vol 8 
where it's titled 'Nothing Can Keep My Love From You' and incorrectly 
credited to 'Mad Dog Sheffield'. 

Vol 18. A previously unissued take of track 26 ('I Love Her So' by Al 
Smith) also appears on 'Bayou'. Vol 8 where it's correctly titled 'I Love 
You So' but, once again, improperly attributed to 'Mad Dog Sheffield'. 

Vol 18 (track 27) T.B.Fisher or Tee Bee Fisher is not a biographical 
blank. He is better known as Joey Long, the white rockabilly guitarist profiled in 'Discoveries' and 
'Blues & Rhythm'. 
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Vol 18. The brief note on Leroy Washington repeats a false account of the guitarist's demise (see 
Gene Tomko, 'Living Blues' #222 and #252). Tomko has also pointed to errors or outdated 
information on other artists e.g. Boogie Jake, Slim Harpo and Boozoo Chavis on Vol 14. 

Vol 19 (track 12). Cookie & The Cupcakes’ 'Keep Livin'' is not previously unissued. It's on 'Bayou 
R&B Shuffle' (Goldband LP GC 111) as by Shelton Dunaway/Boogie Ramblers. Incidentally, 
references to only "nine" tracks incorrectly described as previously unissued (e.g. on Ace's 
website) is an underestimate. There's at least 25 such wrongly described tracks on the blues/R&B 
CDs alone. 

Any additions would be welcome. 

Acknowledgements to Roger Barnett, Malcolm Baxter, John Broven, Trevor Cajiao, Eric Dunsdon, 
Martin Hawkins, Gerard Herzhaft, Jaap Hindricks, Nick Leigh, Peter Moody, Victor Pearlin, Neil 

Slaven, John Spencely and Gene Tomko. 

Bill Millar 

 

 

Dart Carson sent this in just to show how much more handsome he was than 
the rest of the band back in 1962. 

Dart is second from the left (although you probably guessed that from his 
handsomeness). 
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J D McPherson 
Norwich Arts Centre,  2018 

 

The Taylor family have all been avid fans of the music and style 
of JD for some time, so it was with much excitement that his 
2018 tour included a city not too far from the deepest, darkest 
depths of Suffolk. The wife and I took to the road with his 
albums blaring out and discussing whether or not he would 
balance the old with the new. The wife being more tolerant of 
music in general, she was excited at the prospect of 
experiencing all the band had to offer. I tend to be less 
pragmatic and more discerning in what I like and dislike. 
Unfortunately, I was pre armed with having heard his latest 
album and in my humble opinion it was not on par with his 
earlier more 50’s style renditions. 

JD and his band have epitomised the authenticity of American 
Rock’n’Roll/Rockabilly and other genres of the era and even 
went as far as to record his debut album exclusively with analog 
equipment from the early 1950s. Although influenced by the 
music he is keen not to be pigeon holed into any one specific 

genre or type cast by the media. 

The Norwich Arts Centre was an old chapel and made for an interesting and quirky venue. The 
audience was, in the main, post 40 years of age and many from the neo Rock’n’Roll/50’s scene 
were present and adorned in suitable retro attire. 

The support act was a funky combo playing mostly original and upbeat tempo 40s’esque music 
but for the life of me, I am unable to remember their name (sincere apologies should this ever be 
read by anyone known to them). 30 minutes later and a 20 minute interlude saw the much 
anticipated arrival of JD and band to the stage featuring: JD McPherson (vocals, guitar), Jimmy 
Sutton (upright bass), Jason Smay (drums), Raynier Jacildo (keyboards), Doug Corcoran 
(saxophone, guitar). 

Without delay and as I predicted and hoped, 
they launched with passion into ‘Bossy’ taken 
from his second album ‘Let The Good Times 
Roll’ released on February 10th 2015. This 
was immediately followed by the upbeat ‘Fire 
Bug’ from his debut album ‘Signs and 
Signifiers’ released in 2010. After its major 
label release by Rounder Records on April 
17th 2012, the album was justly awarded ‘Best 
Rock/Hard Rock Album' by the Independent 
Music Awards. The sound system ensured 
that the music was loud and the well-aged 
wooden floor was taking a pounding as the 
dancers bopped and jived away. The third of 
his ‘oldies’ was a fine version of ‘It Shook Me 
Up’ which recites a list of unrequited desires 
including not spending enough time with his 
girl. 
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The tour was primarily to showcase his new album 
‘Undivided Heart & Soul’ released on the 6th October 
2017 on New West Records and from the old to the new 
led us to ‘Desperate Love’, ‘Crying’s Just A Thing You 
Do’ to ‘Under The Spell Of City Lights’. What can I say? 
The middle track took us back and even bore a slight 
resemblance to earlier work with the addition of gritty 
rock guitar from JD. From here back to basics and some 
exemplary guitar playing from the dynamic trio and a 
great song, basically two chords F# to A then just F#, a 
perfect example of less is more with ‘Head Over Heels’. 
This is a thumping track harking back to the punks of the 
'70s and '80s as they jumped ferociously to the music.  

We move forwards again to his latest album and two 
tracks ‘On The Lips’ and ‘Hunting For Sugar,’ both to be 

appreciated but lacking in the drive of his earlier music. Next was one of his chilling classics ‘You 
Must Have Met Little Caroline’ which tells of the (or his) fear of youth. I’ll skip over ‘Style Is A 
Losing Game’ and ‘Lucky Penny’ to reach the title track of his second album ‘Let The Good Times 
Roll’. Powerful vocals accompanied by electric bass and snare. ‘Undivided Heart And Soul’ 
sounded very much like Dave Edmunds and ‘Bloodhound Rock’ was a modern take on a 
bop/stroller fitting for the dance floors of any music club and weekender. 

The end was in sight and back to 'Signs & Signifiers' 2010 with ‘Wolf Teeth’ before the final 
showdown and possibly one of the band's finest tracks ‘North Side Gal’ which portrays JD and the 
band as the professional, dynamic group of musicians that they are. A new style for the next 
generation of multi genre music lovers and those who desire authenticity and quality from their 
music. 

A great night and thoroughly recommended by The Taylors. 

Dick Taylor 

 

 

Sharp as a switchblade 

Paul Barrett Rock'n'Roll Enterprises 

(est. circa 1960) 

Darrel Higham & The Enforcers - Rebel Dean & Band - Bo Walton & Band - Matchbox 
The Jets - Lucas & The Dynamos - Crazy Cavan & The Rhythm Rockers - Johnny & The 

Jailbirds - Jackson Sloan & Band.  

By arrangement: Mike Sanchez - Si Cranstoun.  
From the USA: Linda Gail Lewis - Charlie Gracie - Jack Scott - Robert Gordon.  

From Germany: formally The Lennerockers now The Lennebrothers plus the cream of The 
International Bop Crop and the Coolest of Cool. 

FOR THE BEST IN THE BIG BEAT 

Better call Paul on (UK) 02920 704279 

e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com 

 

  

mailto:barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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Last Edition 

 

“In time, you will know what it is like to lose. To feel so desperately that you are right, yet to fail all 
the same. Dread it. Run from it. Destiny still arrives.“ 

“The End is near” 

 Trailer. 

Albeit, the over dramatic header. One thing is true.  has reached 
its final chapter. 

And there’s a reason for it. Actually, two. 

First, writing about current  movies in a vintage music magazine, I confess, always 

felt a bit out of place. Nevertheless, from both alternatives; 

a) Writing about current films. 

b) Writing about vintage movies. 

Naturally, I went with the first option, the easy one. Not that I had a real 
choice to begin with. My brief experience of working at a cinema, a few 
years ago, comprised mainly current releases. 

Filmmaking is extremely expensive nowadays… well, since ever, and 
quite often many producers and studios from all around the world 
collaborate to make a movie; Canal + from France, Toho from Japan or 
even British like The Pinewood Studios, to name a few. Or that was my 

rather naïve vision of . 

Anyway, the project was a go and, despite its shy origins, the articles grew, not only in size and 
content, but in confidence as well. Soon enough, Special Edition articles accompanied the regular 
ones. But that was alright, even, quite frankly unavoidable, as many times an irresistible urge to 
express and talk about other aspects of movies I had just seen would suddenly surge. 

With time and experience, I fell in love with the different colours, fonts and attached pictures, all 
contributing to give shape and form to the column. 

Yet  would always be delivered well past the deadline, slowing the magazine’s 
online publishing. Blaming a last minute screening, to be honest, it was more procrastination than 
anything else. 

In addition, to our beloved editor in chief Harry Maton’s dismay, the 
format kept changing constantly. I would gladly declare creativity was 
behind it but most likely my indomitable spirit was the cause. 

Anyhow, somewhat quietly, in the background, I would keep 
researching, learning and gathering material on classic and specially 
Rock and Roll movies. I wonder if I grew accustomed to the rhythm 
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as strangely enough, each new project would start earlier, and I would gather up all the 
information, screenings dates, director, players… everything, all the minute details that after all 
were of little to no importance but, nevertheless, a contributing factor to the overall structure of 
each article. 

What at first felt like Alice in Wonderland entering the rabbit hole into a world of magic and 
wonders, during the last two months turned out to be more like a wolf den leading into a dark and 

grotesque abyss, a form of : 

“Abandon hope all ye who enter here”. 

It started seemingly innocuously at first, with 

. Coming 

out early in June, I wasted no time to go and watch 
such an anticipated blockbuster. However, 

something felt off. In the last  the 

boy and the girl, of course, fall in love while saving 
the people and the dinosaurs. And of course, they 
end up together. The sequel starts with them having 
already broken up, the dinosaurs are in danger of 

facing extinction for a second time, and humanity wastes time debating whether to save them or 
not, except for our heroes that intend to save them. But none of these points are explored during 
the film; the couple keep arguing all the time, the dinosaurs, the few that survive get in the way of 
the plot and there’s an out of the blue twist denouncing the ethics of mixing up genetics and 
capitalism. Disappointing. 

Now that I think of it, I wonder if I had a certain screen time quota that I needed to meet. Instead of 
going to a rather deserted movie theatre, I would fill the gap spending much time carrying on 
some research on the internet; trailers, teasers, future releases. All innocent at first.  

If I may, I would love to blame something or someone else, I would gladly point towards the new 
YouTube algorithm, suggesting to me some related content, cinema content, benign at first, 
noxious by the end. Does Google feed on our primal fears? 

By that time, I was learning about the Harvey Weinsten scandal. And worse, Hollywood’s cover 
up. Women seemed to catch up with the #Metoo movement denouncing the situation. 

Sadly, Hollywood had a different idea about women and 
feminism. An all-female main cast movie was just around the 

corner: . A movie, I had to say, I was very 

excited to go and watch, I knew about the  

2001 remake. But then, I learnt about the original  

with Frank Sinatra and his Rat Pack friends. A vintage musical I 

could use for a  Special Edition based on a vintage 
musical. 

By the time I saw this new release, sadly, I was left with nothing to 

write home about, I mean, for TFTW magazine. Nothing positive at 

least. 

Pretty much a knockoff from the 2001 version. A team of impossibly 
diverse, palatably attractive and greatly smart girls only pull a heist 
that feels like a walk in the park. No suspense, no adversity or even 

a plot twist, the team is utterly and unrealistically flawless. On top of it, throughout the whole film 
there is an incessant reminder of how bad and unreliable men are. After all it is a story of revenge 
against the man who put the main character in prison. If only it didn’t contradict itself at the end 
when the team is helped by an old and acrobatic Chinese man to complete the robbery after a 
relentless narrative on no men allowed. So bad and boring that it ends up backfiring. 
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Fortunately, this summer there have been two other movies made by women, about women. 

 A fight for survival by a woman after an enormous hurricane at sea damages their boat 

and injures them badly, especially her boyfriend. A beautiful story, a tale of strength and courage 
with a dramatic turn, a la Sixth Sense, totally unexpected, even when all the clues are there for us 
to see. Worth watching. 

Also, . A father and his daughter living off 

the grid are discovered and relocated by social services. An 
emotional story of a man torn by the horrors of war and his 
daughter who hungers for a normal life. Exquisitely and 
sensitively told, not to be missed. 

Still the summer was far from over, Hollywood kept pushing its 
propaganda. From toxic feminism and patriarchy to race baiting. 
My bubble was about to burst. 

Next, I went to watch . Evil white supremacists plan a scheme to kill minorities 

just for fun. If only, again, it didn’t contradict itself by making the black hero of the movie a 
gangster and drug dealer to begin with. Avoid at all costs. 

From race baiting to political correctness; it was getting too much. Not even children 

were safe from biased propaganda. I just went to see . Same plot as 

the first one, but this time the roles are reversed and Elastigirl saves the world. As 
feminine as she is strong, if only she wasn’t so oversexualised, bordering “fun service”. 
Not to mention her androgynous sidekick companions, so insecure that it borders on 
depression. Disney had done it again; bought a franchise and ruined it. 

Then the first heat wave came; too hot to sleep at night I would keep watching videos 
on YouTube. Hollywood news, bad news, scary news, terrible news. 

My incredulity was reaching new record highs when I watched Johnny Depp insinuating to kill their 
newly and democratically elected president. 

Woken up at night, watching alarming videos at an alarming rate till the alarm clock would “wake 
me up” from this nightmare. 

Eventually, if politics were not enough, they dared to mingle with religion with . 

A troubled priest plans to blow himself up along with a senator and the rest of the congregation to 
fight against the local businessmen damaging the environment. This movie hits home. Literally, 
my home, as the son of a former Catholic priest. I am by no means a religious person, but I had 
my fair share during my childhood and if Hollywood wants to send a message that anyone could 
be able to carry out acts of massive carnage for political gain, even Christian priests despite going 
against everything they stand for and against, I say NO! 

In summary this is the second reason I can no longer carry on with the column.  

I can understand Hollywood leaning towards the left. I always 
thought it doesn’t matter which side you vote, you always end 
up with a politician. But Hollywood does seem to get it, binge 
feeding violence, extremism and divisive propaganda 
achieves nothing. 

Therefore I . 

A necessary trigger for a necessary change. 

Time to write about something else. 

Vintage Rock and Roll movies here we come! 

Marti Canal  
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The Buzz 
Welcome to The Buzz 

The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs where you really need to show 
your face. 

Back again Gang,    

As you can see from the flyer I'm having a birthday 
soiree at Gerry's club, Dean Street, Soho on Thursday 
27th September, from around 6:30 pm to around 9 pm. 
It's all very much a come and go as you please evening. 
Want to depart for a meal around like any other gang 
meet up scenario that's fine too. It promises to be yet 
another great night at this long established showbiz 
watering hole - there will be a few musicians, maybe a 
few singers too, there will definitely be a few members 

of the Tales From The Woods Band. So you want to 

step up and have a jam, "be my guest" as Fats used to 
say. There will be plenty of opportunity to sit, relax and 
talk, whilst Michael, the long serving guvnor, provides a 
soundtrack to suit our ears. Ladies can particularly feel 
at ease, not to concern themselves with unwanted 
attention. The only stipulations are you must be a 

Woodie (Tales From The Woods member). If you wish 

to attend you have to contact me personally or one of 
the team so we can add your name to the list, you can’t 
simply just turn up, obviously being a private members 
club, space is restricted. Look forward to seeing you 
Gang.    

Time now to make way for Issue 104’s excellent gig guide, Dave "Jazz Junction" Carroll as always 
hitting the nail for every upcoming gig that is likely to appeal to many Woodies, readers and 
maybe even the casual browser may find something of interest too,  a future Woodie or two about 

to become a part of that ever increasing group that make up TFTW? 

 

 

The Gig List 

Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate. 

The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.  

 

August 2018 

6 Monday Eilen Jewell 

Americana artist with blues album to promote.  Hmm. Just one of the many genres in which she indulges. 

Green Note at the Lexington £15 + fees 

 

7 Tuesday The James Hunter 6 

Another capitol knees up for Colchester ex-patriot.  

Omeara £18 + fees 

 

9 Thursday Doña Oxford 

Ivory-bashing entertainment from the boogie-woogie queen of New York.  

The Eel Pie Club at The Cabbage Patch, Twickenham £15 
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12 Sunday Derrick Morgan 

Good to see a popular ‘60s and ‘70s Jamaican artist still going strong. (His London Int’l Ska Festival 

performance last year received rave reviews).  

Jazz Cafe £20 + fees 

 

13/14 Mon/Tue Martha High & The Soul Cookers 

The glamorous ‘Goddess of Soul’ backed by an organ, guitar, and drums trio.  

Ronnie Scott’s £25 - £45 

 

23 Thursday Geno Washington & The Yo Yos 

Popular live Ramjam artist from the 60s with swinging band.  

The Eel Pie Club at The Cabbage Patch, Twickenham £16 

 

27 & 28 Monday & Tuesday The Rebirth Brass Band 

Aptly named given the turnover in members since 1983.  Not much room to march around Ronnie’s though. 

Ronnie Scott’s 

1st house 5.30 pm (band 7.30 ?) 

2nd house 9.30 pm (band 10.15 ?) £20 - £45 

 

September 2018 

3 Monday A Night For Lonnie Donegan 

Special guests: Billy Bragg, Ralph McTell, Chas & Dave, The Jive Aces, Chas McDevitt, Chris Difford, 

Vince Eager, Deborah Bonham, and Nora Guthrie (daughter of a Woody – who knew?) Plus the London 

Philharmonic Skiffle Orchestra.  

Union Chapel £31 & £35 + fees 

 

4 Tuesday Tyler Childers 

Kentucky-born Americana artist with roots in bluegrass 

and Appalachian culture.  

Dingwall’s £15 + fees 

 

5 Wednesday Jesse Dayton 

The rocking side of country music. Has played on albums 

by Johnny Cash, Waylon Jennings and Willie Nelson. 

The Lexington £14.50 + fees 

 

6 Thursday Sister Cookie 

Her ‘uniquely 50s-60s soulful blend of jazz and r&b’ on home territory.  

Hideaway £10 

 

8 Saturday Toots & The Maytals 

The Beat, Lee Scratch Perry, and Pama International suggests a marathon. Good luck if you go.  

Indigo2 £44.70 

 

11 Tuesday Bridget St John 

Solo appearance by English folk singer (sadly without Stuff).  

Green Note £15 + fees 

 

12 Wednesday Jim White and Clive Barnes 

Alternative country cult artist.  

The Lexington £22 

 

 

http://www.ukrock.net/ 

http://www.ukrock.net/
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14 Friday Allan Taylor 

Top English folk musician whose relaxing (a comfy 

chair and a bottle of malt) 2010 album is In The 

Groove.   

Kalamazoo Club at The King’s Head, Crouch End

 £15 + fees 

 

16 Sunday Tia McGraff 

Canadian Americana-singer accompanied by 

husband Tommy Parham.  

Twickfolk at The Cabbage Patch, Twickenham

 £11 + fees 

 

18 Tuesday George Porter Jr & The 

Runnin’ Pardners 

Meters man and his band playing New Orleans 

funk, including some Meters numbers.  

100 Club £18 + fees 

 

19 Wednesday Boo Hewerdine & Band 

Singer-songwriter. Once worked in the warehouse 

of Andy’s Records in Bury St Edmunds.  

Half Moon, Putney £12 standing, £14 seated + 

fees 

 

19 Wednesday Dodge Brothers 

See Britain’s best film critic fronting this spasm 

music band.  

The Garage £12.50 + fees 

 

23 Sunday Mike Sanchez 

Charismatic Mike always delivers entertaining 

rhythm & blues.  

100 Club £14 + fees, £17.50 door 

 

24 & 25 Monday & Tuesday Marcia Ball 

Texas-born but growing up in Louisiana, Marcia is the go-to gal for New Orleans piano and emergency 

chicken gumbo.  

Ronnie Scott’s £25 - £45 

 

October 2018 

27 Saturday The Robert Cray Band 

Still sounding as he did a few years after he rose up the blues scene.  

Indigo2 Standing £40.55 (£29.15 in the gods) 

 

February 2019 

15 & 16 Friday & Saturday Lamont Dozier 

Re-scheduled dates following the June cancellations for health reasons.  Soul royalty.  

Union Chapel £35.75 

 

 

 

  

 
The Organ for the Swedish 

Rock'n'Roll Club 
 

KUNGSGATAN 5 - SE-432 45 VARBERG - SWEDEN 
 

Founded in 1979, AMERICAN MUSIC 
MAGAZINE is an A4 size magazine, published 

three times a year for all devotees of 50's 
associated music. Each issue comprises at 

least 48 pages of interesting fact filled articles 
and reviews complete with a cover in glorious 
colour, rare photographs in abundance, artist 
discographies and recording session details 

when available. 
 

Annual subscription rates for three issues is 
£24. Sample copy is £9, PDF file is £15. For 

more enquiries contact our UK representative 
Dickie Tapp at e-mail: 

dickietapp@googlemail.com 
 

mailto:dickietapp@googlemail.com
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum), 
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all 

TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social 
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact 

'Tales From The Woods' 
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA 

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941 

Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk 

All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black 
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year. 

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods 
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